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1 Executive Summary
1.1 Overview
La Entrada al Pacifico (LEAP) is a highway corridor connecting the Presidio port of entry
(POE) at the Texas-Mexico border through Midland/Odessa in Texas (Figure 1.1). The
Texas Department of Transportation (TxDOT) is preparing a study to determine the
feasibility of developing a corridor serving traffic coming through Presidio into western
Texas. As the first major portion of this feasibility study, a freight diversion component is
the primary factor necessary to determine the potential for development and ultimate
realization of a trade corridor in West Texas. This freight diversion analysis is intended
to reflect future sources of growth and diversion that could potentially serve the LEAP
Corridor. Forecasting freight traffic demand, therefore, requires understanding the
expected share of all Pacific Coast and Gulf of Mexico freight movements that would be
attracted to the Topolobampo port once the capacity at other ports was exceeded and the
appropriate infrastructure was in place to facilitate the movement. In addition, an
understanding of potential freight diversion from other Texas POEs is required.
Figure 1.1 - La Entrada al Pacifico

The purpose of this report is to provide a
detailed analysis of this freight forecast.
This freight forecast will then be used in
conjunction with the Statewide Analysis
Model (SAM) to determine the overall
traffic forecast (freight and general
purpose) for the study area. If the year
2030 traffic forecast in the study area is
significant then the remainder of the study
will focus on the development of a
corridor plan to widen identified
corridor(s) to a four-lane facility.
However, if the year 2030 traffic forecast
in the study area does not justify a fourlane facility, a No-Build Alternative may
be recommended that would eliminate the
four-lane alternative but could include the
identification of safety and local mobility improvements needed in the study area (if any).
These recommended improvements would be based on the overall traffic forecast and
could represent needs in the entire study area and not necessarily just along the current La
Entrada al Pacifico Corridor. These safety and mobility recommendations could include
projects such as passing lanes, signalization and a reliever route discussion, among
others. It should be noted that the results of this study would only recommended
improvements. Subsequent studies and public involvement would still be required to
provide a detailed process in compliance with the National Environmental Policy Act
(NEPA).
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1.2 Risk Analysis Process (RAP)
As with any traffic and freight forecasting tool, there is an element of uncertainty that
needs to be factored into the overall forecasting process. In order to determine the most
realistic freight forecast for the La Entrada al Pacifico Feasibility Study, the Risk
Analysis Process (RAP) was used. RAP provides a way of developing traffic and/or
freight forecasts in an inherently uncertain environment. It helps avoid the lack of
perspective in the typical approach of presenting “high” and “low” cases by measuring
the probability or “odds” that any particular outcome will actually materialize.
The Risk Analysis Process involves four steps:
Step 1.
Step 2.
Step 3.

Step 4.

Define the structure and logic of the forecasting problem, in this case freight
diversion to Presidio and the LEAP Corridor;
Assign estimates and ranges (probability distributions) to each key factor and
forecasting coefficient in the structure and logic model from Step 1;
Engage experts and the La Entrada al Pacifico Technical Advisory Committee
(TAC) members in assessment of model and assumption risks (the “RAP
Session”); and
Update risk analysis assumptions, run the freight forecasting diversion model,
and report and document results (currently underway).

By utilizing this RAP and gathering input from previous studies, port and freight experts
and the TAC, assumptions were compiled and modified and resulted in the development
of a probability range of freight forecasts including a 50% or “Most Likely”.

1.3 Factors Considered
In order to develop the freight forecast for this study, the Study Team looked at all
potential sources of freight that could potentially reach the Presidio POE either by way of
Topolobampo or from internal Mexico. In order to study this more thoroughly, only
freight heading to Texas or parts of the United States north and east of Texas was used in
the analysis process as this is the freight that would most likely use the west coast Mexico
ports including Topolobampo. A key part of this process was gaining an understanding of
the factors that could directly or indirectly influence the ability of the diverted freight to
reach Topolobampo as well as Presidio. These factors included competition with other
ports, infrastructure deficiencies and proximity to congested ports of entry to name a few.
There were five primary areas that made up the total freight diversion potential to
Presidio. These primary areas included 1) diversion from the Port of Los Angeles/Port of
Long Beach, 2) diversion from Gulf Coast ports, 3) diversion from other US-Mexico
POE, 4) freight growth originating in and/or traversing through Mexico, and 5) the
impact of Mexico infrastructure. The following is a brief description of each major
freight source considered in this analysis.
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Diversion from the Port of Los Angeles/Port of Long Beach (POLA/POLB)
The most significant source for freight diversion that may ultimately utilize the LEAP
Corridor is the POLA/POLB which currently handles a significant share of the Asian
trade market heading to the United States. The existing demand at this port is reaching
the port’s capacity and while there are plans for significant port expansion, there is still
anticipated to be a need to divert freight from POLA/POLB to other ports. For the LEAP
Feasibility Study, only the portion of this diverted freight headed to Texas and parts of
the United States north and east of Texas was considered since this is the likely freight
that may divert to west coast Mexico Ports. In addition to POLA/POLB, the capacities
and planned improvements at other west coast US and Mexico ports were considered to
determine the portion of the diverted freight that could reasonably be expected to divert
to Topolobampo.
Diversion from other Border Ports of Entry
The second most significant source for freight diversion that may ultimately utilize the
LEAP Corridor is the diversion from other US-Mexico POEs. To determine the overall
freight diversion from other border ports of entry to Presidio several factors were
considered including the POE capacity, potential expansion opportunities and border
crossing delays. In addition to capacity at the POEs, the likelihood of freight diverting to
Presidio was also analyzed. This analysis looked at proximity of the POE to Presidio, the
origin and destination of freight and the transportation cost of using Presidio versus other
POEs.
Mexico Freight Growth
The overall economic growth in Mexico and the impact of this growth on freight destined
to the U.S is another factor influencing freight diversion to Presidio. By looking at the
export of goods and recent trends for maquiladoras, a determination was made as to the
anticipated freight growth in Mexico.
Diversion from Texas Gulf Coast
Another source of potential freight diversion includes freight that diverts from the Texas
Gulf Coast ports to west coast of Mexico. To define the impact of this potential diversion
source, the capacities at the Gulf Coast Ports (Houston, Beaumont and Corpus Christi)
were factored in along with anticipated improvements. Another element considered that
directly influences the diversion potential from the Gulf Coast Ports is the planned
improvements to the Panama Canal.
Mexico Infrastructure
Through the development of this study it became apparent that the single biggest
influence on the freight diversion potential to the Presidio POE is the development of the
Mexican infrastructure. For the purposes of this study, the Mexican infrastructure
referred to includes two key items: 1) improvement at the Port of Topolobampo including
the expansion of the port facilities (including container terminals) and the dredging of the
port to accommodate larger container vessels; and 2) improvements to the Mexican
highway infrastructure between Topolobampo and Chihuahua City that includes the
Copper Canyon.
La Entrada Al Pacifico Feasibility Study –
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Currently, the only official documentation for Mexico infrastructure development that
has been verified is the National Infrastructure Program that includes funding by 2012 for
the completion of highway and rail projects directly related to the Topolobampo to
Presidio corridor. With the magnitude of these infrastructure projects, completion of all
needed infrastructure prior to 2012 appears aggressive. In order to account for this
uncertainty, the Study Team determined that the LEAP Feasibility Study would benefit
from an analysis of two main scenarios. These scenarios would include a freight forecast
with all infrastructure completed prior to the year 2020 (including the possibility of
infrastructure completion as early as 2012) and a second scenario that looks at the
possibility that the Mexico infrastructure is never completed. The latter scenario is
represented in our 2030 scenario since this study is only looking at results out to the year
2030.

1.4 Freight Forecasting Results
As a result of the aforementioned RAP, factoring in those key items that directly or
indirectly influence the overall freight forecast anticipated at the Presidio POE, Table 1.1
shows the overall results of this analysis.
Table 1.1 - Comparison of Anticipated Freight Forecasts through Presidio1
Average Annual Daily Truck Traffic (AADT)
Scenario

2010

2015

2020

2025

2030

Baseline

44

60

82

112

152

2020

47

125

195

456

739

2030

47

125

174

243

338

To understand the differences between these scenarios: a) Baseline means that there is no
freight diversion from any of the sources described above; b) 2020 assumes that the
infrastructure from Topolobampo to Chihuahua is completed by 2020 (potentially
sooner); and c) 2030 means that the Mexican infrastructure is not completed until after
2030 and thus diversion to Topolobampo and onto Presidio is not included (though it
does include diversion from El Paso and other Texas POEs). For the purposes of this
report, the overall freight forecast has been converted to an Average Annual Daily Truck
Traffic (AADT); however, this freight forecast number could easily be converted to
TEUs (Twenty Foot Equivalent Units) for analysis of rail alternatives.
As part of this analysis, several observations were made concerning the results:
•

1

With the magnitude of the infrastructure projects needed to fully realize the
freight diversion potential at Presidio, completion of the essential infrastructure
prior to 2012 does not appear likely. In order to account for the uncertainty of the
infrastructure completion, this study looks at scenarios that will address the

Values in Table 1 are the median results from the daily truck traffic estimation model. The results of the
analysis are equally likely to be above or below this value. The full technical report includes a range of
likely future freight volumes consistent with an 80% confidence interval.
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•

possibility that infrastructure could be completed prior to 2020 (including 2012)
as well as a scenario that evaluates the freight forecast without the infrastructure
completed.
Most of the diversion to the Presidio border crossing, and in turn the two largest
influences on the growth in freight traffic, is likely to come from either El Paso or
diversion of shipments through the Port of Topolobampo. Assuming the full scale
of planned Mexico infrastructure is completed prior to 2020, this will account for
two-thirds of the traffic through Presidio in 2030 (see Table 1.2).

Table 1.2 - Daily Truck Proportions
Mean Expected Share of Daily Truck Traffic through Presidio 2020 Mexican Infrastructure Completion
Location

•

•

2010

2015

2020

2025

2030

El Paso

0%

41%

36%

22%

20%

Port of LA/LB

0%

0%

11%

44%

51%

Other

0%

7%

7%

4%

4%

Induced

2%

2%

2%

2%

2%

Baseline

97%

49%

44%

27%

24%

The factors most likely to influence diversion are the travel time and travel time
reliability of a route, infrastructure availability and barriers to diversion such as:
experience and familiarity with a route, costs and contractual obligations
committed to a particular route; and the profitability of travel along each route
and POE.
The share of diversion reaching the Port of Topolobampo is likely to fluctuate as
the freight movement from Asia to the United States is in a dynamic state.
Potential and existing ports such as Puerto Colonet and Lazaro Cardenas, among
others, are developing plans that will allow them to obtain a significant share of
the excess capacity at the Ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach. Thus, the
information presented here is consistent with the most recent, available data but
recognizes that future port allocation of freight diversion is likely to change.
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2 Introduction
2.1 Project Background
La Entrada al Pacifico (LEAP) is a highway corridor connecting the Presidio port of entry
(POE) at the Texas-Mexico border through Midland/Odessa in Texas. The Texas
Department of Transportation (TxDOT) is preparing a study to determine the feasibility
of developing a corridor serving traffic coming through Presidio into western Texas. A
key element of the feasibility study is a forecast of potential freight volumes at the
Presidio POE that reflect future sources of growth and diversion that could potentially
serve the LEAP Corridor. Forecasting freight traffic demand, therefore, requires
understanding the expected share of all Pacific Coast and Gulf of Mexico freight
movements that would be attracted to the Topolobampo port once the capacity at other
ports was exceeded and the appropriate infrastructure was in place to facilitate the
movement. As shown in Figure 2.1, LEAP connects directly from Topolobampo through
Mexico to Presidio and provides a potential source of freight traffic for the Texas portion
of the proposed LEAP Corridor. In addition, delays at other border crossings combined
with improved LEAP infrastructure could lead to additional trade volumes at Presidio.
Thus, this report is intended to estimate the likely range of future freight volume
anticipated at Presidio and subsequently along the LEAP Corridor.
Figure 2.1 - La Entrada al Pacifico Corridor

Source: http://www.la-entrada-al-pacifico.com
La Entrada Al Pacifico Feasibility Study –
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The purpose of this analysis is to provide an understanding of potential freight diversion
to the Presidio POE and the LEAP Corridor, taking into account all major likely sources
of traffic. This research and analysis provides a comprehensive assessment of the factors
likely to influence the diversion of highway freight traffic through the border crossing at
Presidio-Ojinaga with the intent to use the LEAP Corridor to move goods into Texas and
areas east and northeast of the west Texas region.

2.2 Existing Conditions
Under current conditions, the LEAP Corridor is primarily a two-lane, uncongested
roadway serving very low volumes of trade and border crossings. To become a viable
alternative to using other Pacific Coast port and truck routes, it is likely that a
combination of transportation and logistics/customs infrastructure improvements would
be needed and in some case are currently planned.
Necessary infrastructure
improvements are likely to include:
•
•
•
•

Expansion at the Topolobampo seaport, including the development of a container
port,
Completion of the Mexican highway from Topolobampo to Chihuahua City
through the Copper Canyon,
Supplementary infrastructure to support higher levels of freight crossings at the
Presidio-Ojinaga border crossing, and
Additional highway improvements to make the Presidio to Midland-Odessa
portion of the trip more safe and attractive to commercial truck drivers.

2.3 Relevant Data, Reports, and Information
There are two previous studies that assess the effects that improving the LEAP Corridor
would have on freight traffic volumes and the western Texas economy. First, a 1997
study by the Perryman Group focuses primarily on the economic impact that the corridor
from Topolobampo through Presidio would have on the area with a maximum trade
potential model. Projected impacts for 2020 are expressed in total expenditures, gross
area product, personal income, wages and salary, retail sales and permanent jobs in
addition to the resulting estimate of freight trucks. Second, a 2004 planning study was
prepared by Texas Transportation Institute (TTI). In addition to reviewing specific
economic, transportation, and environmental issues in the corridor, TTI interviewed a
series of maquiladoras in the Chihuahua City area of Mexico to determine the level of
interest in using the Presidio-Ojinaga border crossing as an alternative to shipping
through El Paso and Juarez.
Current Trade Data and Research
The Freight Analysis Framework (FAF) database maintained by the Federal Highway
Administration (FHWA) is one of the primary sources used to project current and future
movement of freight from the major seaports. The FAF database includes recent
historical data (2002) and future projections to 2030 of trade volumes by mode for major
POEs and by origin-destination. This database is supplemented throughout the analysis
using input from available documentation related to port capacities as well as
La Entrada Al Pacifico Feasibility Study –
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documentation from the Southern California Association of Governments (SCAG) on
goods movement at the ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach. Additional reports on US
port capacity, including a report on North American Ports and Intermodal Facilities by
the US Chamber of Commerce and a 2005 article published in Transportation Journal by
Michael Maloni and Eric C. Jackson on North American container port capacity were
used to provide the support needed to develop a range of uncertainty around the capacity
projections in the diversion model.
Data obtained from the US Bureau of Transportation Statistics (BTS) shows the current
Texas regional freight border crossings. Growth in trade across the US-Mexican border
can also be measured based on transaction data between the US and Mexico compiled by
the US Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA) and maquiladora growth and value added
data that is complied by the Instituto Nacional de Estadistica Geografia e Infomatica
(INEGI). A complete listing of all data sources and research used within this analysis is
provided in Appendix A.
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3 Methodology
3.1 Risk Analysis Framework
Economic forecasts traditionally take the form of a single “expected outcome”
supplemented with alternative scenarios. The limitation of a forecast with a single
expected outcome is clear; while it may provide the single best statistical estimate, it
offers no information about the range of other possible outcomes and their associated
probabilities. The problem becomes acute when uncertainty surrounding the forecast’s
underlying assumptions is material.
A common approach is to create “high case” and “low case” scenarios to bracket the
central estimate. This scenario approach can exacerbate the problem of dealing with risk
because it gives no indication of likelihood associated with the alternative outcomes. The
commonly reported “high case” may assume that most underlying assumptions deviate in
the same direction from their expected value, and likewise for the “low case.” In reality,
the likelihood that all underlying factors shift in the same direction simultaneously is just
as remote as that of everything turning out as expected.
Another common approach to providing added perspective on reality is “sensitivity
analysis.” Key forecast assumptions are varied one at a time in order to assess their
relative impact on the expected outcome. A problem here is that the assumptions are
often varied by arbitrary amounts. A more serious concern with this approach is that, in
the real world, assumptions do not veer from actual outcomes one at a time. It is the
impact of simultaneous differences between assumptions and actual outcomes that is
needed to provide a realistic perspective on the “riskiness” of a forecast.
Risk Analysis provides a way around the problems outlined above. It helps avoid the lack
of perspective in “high” and “low” cases by measuring the probability or “odds” that an
outcome will actually materialize. This is accomplished by attaching ranges (probability
distributions) to the forecasts of each input variable. The approach allows all inputs to be
varied simultaneously within their distributions, thus avoiding the problems inherent in
conventional sensitivity analysis. The approach also recognizes interrelationships
between variables and their associated probability distributions.
The Risk Analysis Process (RAP) involves four parts:
Part 1.
Part 2.

Part 3.
Part 4.

Define the structure and logic of the forecasting problem;
Assign estimates and ranges (probability distributions) to each
variable and forecasting coefficient in the forecasting structure and
logic;
Engage experts and/or stakeholders in assessment of model and
assumption risks (the “RAP Session”); and
Issue forecast risk analysis results.
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Part 1. Define Structure and Logic of the Forecasting Problem
A “structure and logic model” depicts the variables and cause and effect relationships that
underpin the forecasting problem at-hand. Although the structure and logic model is
written down mathematically to facilitate analysis, it is also depicted graphically in order
to permit stakeholder scrutiny and modification in Part 3 of the process (see below). The
Structure and Logic Model for the LEAP freight forecast can be seen in Figure 3.2 of
this report.
Part 2. Assign Central Estimates and Conduct Probability Analysis
Each variable is assigned a central estimate and a range (a probability distribution) to
represent the degree of uncertainty. Special data sheets are used, similar to Table 3.1 as
an example, to record input from panelists. The first column gives an initial mean (most
likely) estimate while the second and third columns define an uncertainty range
representing an 80 percent confidence interval. This is the range within which there exists
an 80 percent probability of finding the actual outcome. The greater the uncertainty
associated with a forecast variable the wider the range.
Table 3.1- Example Data Sheet Input
Mean
“Most Likely”
Diversion From
8.8%
El Paso

Low
Estimate
4.2%

High
Estimate
18.8%

Probability ranges are established on the basis of both statistical analysis and subjective
probability. Probability ranges do not need to be normal or symmetrical; that is, there is
no need to assume the bell shaped normal probability curve. The bell curve assumes an
equal likelihood of being too low and being too high in forecasting a particular value. It
might well be, for example, that if a projected growth rate deviates from expectations;
circumstances are such that it is more likely to be higher than the median expected
outcome than lower.
The RAP model transforms the ranges as depicted above into formal probability
distributions (or “probability density functions”). This liberates the non-statistician from
the need to appreciate the abstract statistical depiction of probability and thus enables
stakeholders to understand and participate in the process whether or not they possess
statistical training.
From where do the central estimates and probability ranges for each assumption in the
forecasting structure and logic framework come? There are two sources. The first is an
historical analysis of statistical uncertainty in all variables and an error analysis of the
forecasting “coefficients.” “Coefficients” are numbers that represent the measured
impact of one variable (say, income) on another (such as retail sales). While these
coefficients can only be known with uncertainty, statistical methods help uncover the
magnitude of such error (using diagnostic statistics such as “standard deviation,”
“standard error,” “confidence intervals” and so on).
La Entrada Al Pacifico Feasibility Study –
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The uncertainty analysis outlined above is known in the textbooks as “frequentist”
probability. The second line of uncertainty analysis employed in risk analysis is called
“subjective probability” (also called “Bayesian” statistics, for the mathematician Bayes
who developed it). Whereas a frequentist probability represents the measured frequency
with which different outcomes occur (i.e., the number of heads and tails after thousands
of tosses) the Bayesian probability of an event occurring is the degree of belief held by an
informed person or group that it will occur. Obtaining subjective probabilities is the
subject of Part 3.
Part 3. Conducting the RAP Session
Part 3 involves the formation of an informed panel and the use of facilitation techniques
to elicit risk and probability beliefs about:
A. The structure of the forecasting framework; and
B. Uncertainty attaching to each variable and forecasting coefficient within the
framework.
In (A), the panel is invited to add variables and hypothesized causal relationships that
may be material, yet missing from the model. In (B), panelists are engaged in a discursive
protocol during which the frequentist-based central estimates and ranges, provided to
panelists in advance of the session, are modified according to panelist’s beliefs. Given
the large size of the Technical Advisory Committee for this project, the Study Team
conducted the RAP evaluation through the use of the RAP Workbook (Appendix B) and
the responses received from the Technical Advisory Committee. In addition to the
workbook, two RAP sessions were conducted with the LEAP Technical Advisory
Committee on October 26th and 27th, 2007 in Alpine, Texas and Odessa, Texas
respectively. Comments collected from the Technical Advisory Committee and the
responses from the project team are detailed in Appendix C. These comments were used
to refine the assumptions and inputs used in the analysis.
Part 4. Issue Risk Analysis
The final probability distributions are formulated by the risk analyst (HDR|HLB) and
represent a combination of “frequentist” and subjective probability information drawn
from Part 3. These are combined using a statistical simulation technique (commonly
known as Monte Carlo analysis2) that allows each variable and forecasting coefficient to
vary simultaneously according to its associated probability distribution (see Figure 3.1,
below). The end result is a central forecast, together with estimates of the probability of
achieving alternative outcomes given uncertainties in underlying variables and
coefficients.
2

Monte Carlo simulation is a statistical process used to simulate, in an iterative process, the probability that
any one outcome, out of a range of possible outcomes, will occur. To apply Monte Carlo simulation in the
context of a traffic demand study, each assumption is specified in a range of most likely, low, and high.
The statistical process selects one point out of this range for each iteration (a different point for each
iteration) and the combination of all the outcomes describes the probability of any one event happening. In
this way the model ‘vibrates’ all the assumptions slightly for each iteration looking at what happens if small
changes occur to the expected outcomes for each variable.
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Figure 3.1 - Combining Probability Distributions
Port Capacity
Changes
Outlook (%)

Growth in Trade
(%)

Jointly
Determined
Probabilities
Diversion to
POE
(%)

Port Volume
Forecast

F = f (A, B, C, D, ...)
Annual Traffic
at Presidio
POE

3.2 Structure and Logic Diagrams
The structure and logic diagram for the LEAP freight diversion model is illustrated in
Figure 3.2. This diagram reveals the flow of information through the model. There are
four different paths that sum to the total trade volume of the LEAP Corridor:
POLA/POLB Trade Volume, Other West Coast Ports Trade Volume, Texas Gulf Coast
Ports Trade Volume, and Texas Inland POE Trade Volumes. The first three paths have
all the same elements just slightly different locations and values. The total trade volume
expected at a port is filtered though the origin and destination as well as the capacity and
congestion threshold of the port. This creates an excess capacity available for diversion
to other ports. Assuming there are improvements to the LEAP Corridor, a portion of this
diverted freight volume will be attracted to the LEAP Corridor over the other west coast
ports. The Texas Inland POE Trade Volumes are filtered through the origin and
destination of the freight and the border crossing capacity and congestion threshold. This
creates a portion of the POE that will divert to other border crossings. With the
improvements to the LEAP Corridor the share of diversion to Presidio is likely to
increase.
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Figure 3.2 - Freight Diversion Model Structure and Logic
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3.3 Process for Estimating Freight Diversion
Ports
The freight volume projections for the ports used in the freight diversion estimation
model are developed primarily from the FAF database. This database provides the flow
of goods from regional ports specifying both the origin and destination of the goods.
This flow of goods is projected out through the year 2030 in five year increments. Based
on the alignment of the LEAP Corridor, the flow of freight to be used for diversion is
only for Texas and states north and east of Texas. This list of states includes: Alabama,
Arkansas, Connecticut, Delaware, Florida, Georgia, Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky,
Louisiana, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, Michigan, Mississippi, North Carolina, New
Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, South Carolina,
Tennessee, Vermont, Virginia, Washington, DC, and West Virginia.
The volume to capacity ratio is the measurement used to determine if the port is at, near,
or over capacity. This is calculated by dividing the volume or projected volume by the
maximum capacity of a port. If the volume to capacity ratio is greater than one, every
percent over one represents the amount of excess capacity at a port. This excess capacity
is likely to divert to other ports that have volume to capacity ratios below one when they
provide a more reliable shipping route.
Among the ports that offer potential for diversion, with some infrastructure
improvements, the Port of Topolobampo is a prime candidate to accept diversion from
over capacity west coast and gulf coast ports that have traffic destined for Texas and
other areas to the east and northeast of Texas. Topolobampo is not the only port that is
likely to attract diversion from ports over capacity. Other west coast ports that are below
capacity and Mexican ports with infrastructure expansion planned, such as Lazaro
Cardenas3 and Puerto Colonet, are preparing to attract a variety of cargo consistent with
the projected large volume of trade growth.
Figure 3.3 highlights some of the likely ports of entry for shipping into the US from Asia
across the Pacific Ocean. It provides a visual depiction of route options such as other
west coast ports, Texas gulf ports, the Ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach, and the Port
of Topolobampo.
Border
The traffic at the Texas border crossings is gathered from the Bureau of Transportation
Statistics. Since this data is not projected out into the future the future growth is based on
the historical growth of the trade of goods and services from Mexico to the US.
Diversion from the larger border crossings such as El Paso and Laredo is going to occur
when the wait gets too long at these crossings and when the infrastructure at nearby

3

http://www.cambiodemichoacan.com.mx/imprime.php?id=72272&PHPSESSID=2e5fb39173b00a903964f
40b8c241f5e
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crossings is sufficient to encourage diversion. The travel time and costs through El Paso
and Laredo are compared to Presidio in Section 4.3.
The diversion at the Texas-Mexico Border is divided into two parts. The first portion is
the diversion from the port of entry. This is the percent of inbound trucks through a port
of entry that are likely to divert to another port of entry. These percentages are likely to
be very low as the number of border crossings is limited and not close together. The
second portion is the percentage of the diverted freight that will choose to divert to
Presidio.
Figure 3.3 - Diversion Options
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4 Model Inputs and Assumptions
4.1 Model Inputs and Assumptions
This section discusses the rationale for the model inputs and assumptions which are
summarized in Table 4.1. It should be noted that the first and underlying assumption is
that there is an unconstrained capacity at the Presidio POE and the LEAP Corridor that
will not limit the amount of freight growth that may occur.
Through the Risk Analysis Process it became evident that there are differing opinions
from the Technical Advisory Committee regarding the completion date of the Mexican
infrastructure that is connecting Topolobampo to Chihuahua City, as well as port
improvements that will allow for a significant volume of container traffic at
Topolobampo. To account for this in the model two different scenarios were examined.
The first scenario, Prior to 2020, is based on Mexico infrastructure completion occurring
prior to the year 2020. This scenario includes the possibility of completing the essential
Mexico infrastructure in 2012 consistent with the estimated completion date from the
Mexican National Infrastructure Plan4. The second scenario, After 2030, is based on
Mexico infrastructure completion occurring after the year 2030. The 2030 completion
date will show no diversion to Topolobampo in the model since it is the final year of the
study. The model uses a five year phase-in of port diversion upon the completion of the
infrastructure. This means the full potential diversion effect does not take place until five
years after the completion of the infrastructure as shipping companies are able to
gradually optimize their routes in the long term. It is important to note that these two
scenarios of Mexican infrastructure completion solely relate to freight diversion to
Topolobampo (and a portion of that proceeding to Presidio). Even without freight
diversion to Topolobampo there is a potential for an increase in the freight at Presidio due
to diversion from other ports of entry (e.g. El Paso) which are not reliant on the new
infrastructure development.
Based on the information accumulated in the 2004 TTI La Entrada Corridor Planning
Study, diversion from other border crossings (e.g., El Paso) to Presidio will not occur all
at once. Some shipping companies have relationships and commitments with necessary
support facilities along their routes. Because of these commitments, the model accounts
for Texas border crossing diversion as a five-year, phase-in process. Over those five
years, as the infrastructure and facilities though the LEAP Corridor improve and
commitments at other corridors become more flexible in the long term, the corridor
should reach its full potential to accept diversion. In essence, the alternative scenarios are
designed for unconstrained capacity on the Texas side of the LEAP Corridor, consistent
with the feasibility study approach. While it is not expected that all infrastructure
improvements to the border crossing at Presidio and the Texas side of the corridor will be
completed immediately, it is reasonable to assume that there will be sufficient
infrastructure in place to begin to see a very slow diversion of freight traffic from El
Paso.
4

National Infrastructure Program 2007-2012, www.infraestructura.gob.mx
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The Texas border crossing freight traffic growth rate for the project, shown in Table 4.1,
reflects the annual changes in the movement of goods and services over the last 10 years
(1997-2006). While this has been highly variable with changes in border security and the
growth of manufacturing in Mexico as NAFTA matures, it indicates specifically how the
flow of goods can be expected to change rather than just using growth in Gross Domestic
Product (GDP) as the input. Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2 below show the change in the
movement of goods and services from Mexico over recent years.
Figure 4.1 - Value of Goods and Services Imported from Mexico without Inflation
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Figure 4.2 - Annual Growth of the Imports of Goods and Services from Mexico
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The LEAP Corridor market share of the Port of Topolobampo was reviewed by the
Technical Advisory Committee at the RAP Session and the suggestions were taken into
consideration. For clarification purposes, this number reflects the percentage of the
freight volume heading to Texas and points east and northeast of Texas diverted to
Topolobampo that would make it to the Presidio POE and the Texas LEAP Corridor.
Prior to the completion of the infrastructure from Topolobampo to Chihuahua, the LEAP
market share ranges from 0% to 1% with a most likely value of 0%. Post infrastructure
completion will see a jump in market share to a most likely value of 30% with the upper
level of the range being 50%. While there was significant discussion from the RAP
Session that these values should be lower, with diversion from POLA/POLB being the
primary driver for increased freight traffic through Topolobampo and limited connections
that would directly access the highways to Texas and areas in the US north and east of
Texas, the project team was hesitant to lower the market share further.
The POE Diversion inputs suggest there is potential for diversion from all of the major
border crossings in Texas. These values, however, are low for two reasons. First, many
of the smaller crossings have little or no delay and secondly, the distance between
crossings is large enough that it would take a significant amount of delay or variability in
travel time to get diversion to begin to occur. The exception to this observation is El
Paso. Much of the freight moving through El Paso is coming from two cities; Juarez, just
across the border, and Chihuahua City to the south and west that is about 50 miles closer
to the Presidio crossing than El Paso. The inputs pertaining to all Texas POE diversion
La Entrada Al Pacifico Feasibility Study –
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were adjusted from the Pre-RAP session values after receiving input from the RAP
Session and reviewing the wait times and travel time costs through a sampling of ports
described in Section 4.3.
Of the diversion from the other major border crossings, a percent of that diversion is
likely to go to Presidio with El Paso having the highest proportion of the border
crossings. Due to the relatively close proximity of the Fabens, TX and Santa Teresa, NM
border crossings, if delays in El Paso become significant traffic originating in Juarez will
likely not divert to Presidio. It is the traffic origination in Chihuahua City that is the
prime target for freight diversion due to the proximity to Presidio and the recently
improved highway infrastructure in Mexico. By multiplying the percent diversion from a
border crossing due to delay by the percent of diversion to Presidio (share captured), as
described in Section 3.3, the estimated diversion to Presidio can be calculated. The mean
value of the estimated diversion to Presidio from all the border crossings except El Paso
is less than one percent of their freight traffic. The mean value of the diversion from El
Paso is slightly higher at nearly four percent.
The demands in excess of capacity diverting from the seaports are relatively small
percentages that have also been reviewed and adjusted by the Technical Advisory
Committee. Diversion numbers from the Texas gulf ports and other west coast ports are
much smaller than those estimated for the POLA/POLB. Diversion from Texas gulf ports
to Topolobampo or similar ports would require drastic changes in shipping distance, and
may face greater uncertainty with the path of the cargo. Additionally, it is much less
likely that these ports will have significant amounts of excess capacity given projections
of volume and capacity.
In contrast, the diversion rates for the excess capacity at the POLA/POLB are
significantly higher. The low end of the diversion range from the POLA/POLB is
equivalent to the Topolobampo share of the total tonnage of Mexican west coast ports.
The six percent mean value is taking into account the development of a container
terminal at Topolobampo along with consideration of expansions at other west coast
ports. The upper range is consistent with input received from the RAP Session regarding
an upper limit on potential diversion. It is important to keep in mind that these diversion
percentages only pertain to trade with destinations in Texas and points east and northeast
of Texas (significantly less than 50% of all trade).
The major inputs for the freight diversion model are described in Table 4.1. The input
concerning the expected completion of the road from Topolobampo shows the two
different scenarios – Prior to 2020 and After 2030 and reflects both the road completion
from Topolobampo and the expansion of the Topolobampo port. The Texas border
crossing traffic growth rate is based on the growth in the imports of goods and services
between the US and Mexico over the last 10 years. The border crossing diversion inputs
are in two parts. The product of the two diversion parts is the true diversion from a port
of entry to Topolobampo with only the diversion from El Paso larger than 1%. The last
set of inputs, the diversion rates for the demand in excess of capacity at the ports, only
diverts the percentage of the freight traffic at the port that is over 100% capacity.
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Table 4.1 - Modeling Inputs and Assumptions
Inputs
5

Texas Border Crossing Traffic Growth Rate

Mean

Low

High
14.0%

8.3%

-2.0%

LEAP market share of Topolobampo volumes before road to Chihuahua is complete

0%

0%

1%

LEAP market share of Topolobampo volumes after road to Chihuahua is complete

30%

10%

50%

Border Crossing Diversion

Mean

Low

High

Diversion from Brownsville Inbound

1.0%

0.0%

2.0%

Diversion from Eagle Pass Inbound

1.0%

0.0%

2.0%

Diversion from Laredo Inbound

3.0%

1.0%

5.0%

Diversion from Rio Grande City Inbound

1.0%

0.0%

2.0%

Diversion from Roma Inbound

1.0%

0.0%

2.0%

Diversion from El Paso Inbound

8.8%

4.2%

18.8%

% of Diversion from Brownsville to Presidio

23.8%

16.6%

30.9%

% of Diversion from Eagle Pass to Presidio

43.6%

30.5%

56.7%

% of Diversion from Laredo to Presidio

5.0%

0.0%

10.0%

% of Diversion from Rio Grande City to Presidio

26.2%

18.3%

34.0%

% of Diversion from Roma to Presidio

26.2%

18.3%

34.0%

% of Diversion from El Paso to Presidio

40.0%

25.0%

50.0%

Demand in Excess Capacity Diversion Rates

Mean

Low

High

6%

3%

12%

POE Diversion

Percent of POE Diversion to Presidio

To Topolobampo from POLA/POLB net tonnage in excess capacity

5

To Topolobampo from Texas Gulf Ports net tonnage in excess capacity

2%

0%

4%

To Topolobampo from Other West Coast US/Canada POE net tonnage in excess capacity

3%

2%

4%

Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis; US International Transactions Accounts Data Imports of Goods,
Services, and Income Payments growth based on 1997-2006 growth rates.
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4.2 Diversion Comparison for El Paso
As discussed further in Section 4.3, El Paso is the primary POE on the Texas border
where traffic is likely to divert to the Presidio POE given its proximity, delays, and
transportation cost advantages. Table 4.2 shows the demand in excess of capacity at El
Paso that is assumed to divert to other ports of entry as well as the percentage of this
diverted volume that chooses to divert to Presidio. The table displays estimates from the
RAP Workbook (generated prior to the RAP sessions) and also the current values used in
the analysis. Multiplying the percent of truck diversion from El Paso due to delays and
volume in excess of capacity (8.8%) by the share of that diversion that is expected to use
Presidio (40%) provides the total diversion estimate of 3.5% (for mean values). The 40%
Presidio share of traffic that is diverted from El Paso means that another 60% will be
diverted to other POEs such as Santa Teresa and Fabens. The current values are higher
than previously estimated for a few reasons:
•
•
•

The TTI study found significant potential for maquiladoras to divert trade to the
US from El Paso to Presidio;
Total transportation cost advantages of using Presidio compared to El Paso to ship
goods to Dallas and other destinations east and northeast; and
Input regarding the essentially completed infrastructure from Chihuahua to
Presidio and the share of diverted traffic likely to use Presidio in the future under
an unconstrained scenario.

Also shown in Table 4.2 is a comparison of current diversion estimates to the TTI study
in terms of the total volume diverted from El Paso to Presidio. The mean estimated
diversion in this study is just over 60% of the mean value from TTI. While this number
did increase from the Pre-RAP Session number it is still lower than that found in the TTI
study and reflects the current advantages of shipping via El Paso such as: immediate
connections to I-10, freight-related services and distribution centers, and Mexican to US
truck transition facilities. It also reflects the potential of freight to divert to other border
crossings such as Fabens and Santa Teresa.
Table 4.2 - El Paso Diversion Comparison
El Paso Diversion Percentages
Mean

Low

High

Percent of Total Diversion from El Paso
Pre-RAP Session

5.0%

2.0%

7.0%

Current HDR estimate

8.8%

4.2%

18.8%

Percent of El Paso Diversion to Presidio
Pre-RAP Session

12.8%

8.9%

16.6%

Current HDR estimate

40.0%

25.0%

50.0%

Total Diversion % El Paso to Presidio
Current HDR Estimate

3.5%

1.1%

9.4%

TTI Study

5.8%

1.7%

16.0%
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4.3 Analysis of Effects Not Directly Included Within the Model
There were several other factors that, while not directly included in the freight model
equations, were carefully analyzed and considered as part of this study. These potential
factors did influence the diversion modeling, and included:
•
•
•

Total transportation cost comparisons of using Presidio compared to other Texas
POEs;
Total transportation shipping costs related to using the Panama Canal compared to
using Topolobampo and the LEAP Corridor; and
Plans to expand capacity at other west coast (US and Mexican) seaports and
Texas-Mexico border crossings.

Total Transportation Costs of Using Presidio versus Other Texas POEs.
Transportation costs through a possible origin in Mexico to a common destination in
Texas (Dallas) can be used to compare the cost of transporting goods through different
border crossings. To compare potential diversion from El Paso and Laredo, two
representative cities in Mexico were chosen, Chihuahua City (for El Paso diversion) and
Torreon (for Laredo). These cities were chosen for their comparable distance between
potential border crossings and the size of their markets for shipping goods to the US.
Using inputs from the Highway Economic Requirements System (HERS) model, travel
time estimation and distances from internet mapping programs (Table 4.3), as well as the
addition of typical border crossing delays according to Customs and Border Patrol, the
per trip costs have been estimated on an annual basis (Table 4.4). All trip costs through
Presidio remain constant over time, when adjusted for inflation, because it is assumed in
the model that the border crossing at Presidio is unconstrained by excessive traffic at any
point during the study period (while growth in volumes and delay are projected for
Laredo and El Paso).
Table 4.3 - Travel Time Table
Travel Time to Destination
Dallas
Origins

Duration

TT (12 hour days)

TT(Hours)

Distance

Presidio

8:44

0.73

8.73

588.3

El Paso

9:15

0.77

9.25

636.6

Laredo

6:04

0.51

6.07

428.3

Presidio
Chihuahua

3:31

0.29

3.52

174.1

Torreon

6:10

0.51

6.17

352.1

0.33

3.98

230.1

0.47

5.67

348.2

El Paso
Chihuahua

3:59
Laredo

Torreon

5:40

Source: http://maps.live.com
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Based on this analysis, diversion from Laredo is not likely based on the per trip costs.
The delay at the border crossing is not high enough even at five hours to create diversion
due to the longer trip from Presidio to Dallas than Laredo to Dallas. As shown in Figure
4.3, the total transportation costs of shipping via Presidio (blue line) are always higher
than via Laredo (red line) and thus our model uses a very low potential diversion factor
from Laredo to Presidio (5 percent of diverted traffic).6
Diversion from El Paso is different in the respect that without any delays at all the cost
per trip though Presidio (blue line) is less than El Paso (red line) as shown in Figure 4.4.
This suggests there is a superior quality to the border crossing in El Paso and the corridor
infrastructure that provides freight services and benefits to freight shipping that is not
available in Presidio. However, this total transportation cost advantage also suggests that
there is potential for diversion of freight to Presidio from El Paso, which is reflected in
the model with a “most likely” 40% share of diverted El Paso traffic estimated to divert
to Presidio. These total transportation cost comparisons for Laredo and El Paso held
when we tested the values of time and operating costs provided by MOTRAN based on
input from the trucking industry.
Table 4.4 - Cost of Freight Travel Time Inputs
Freight Cost Inputs
Inputs
Hours of driving per day
Vehicle Operating Cost per Mile (HERS)
Vehicle Operating Cost per Mile (MOTRAN FHWA)
Vehicle Operating Cost per Mile (MOTRAN Clemson)
Value of Time US (Original)
Value of Time US (MOTRAN)
Value of Time MX (Original)
Value of Time MX (MOTRAN)
Presidio Baseline Wait Time (hours)
Brownsville Baseline Wait Time (hours)
Eagle Pass Baseline Wait Time (hours)
Laredo Baseline Wait Time (hours)
Rio Grande City Baseline Wait Time (hours)
Roma Baseline Wait Time (hours)
El Paso Baseline Wait Time (hours)
Wait Time Annual Growth

Mean

12
$1.21
$2.10
$2.13
$45.00
$105.00
$13.50
$31.50
0.00
0.26
0.13
0.87
0.05
0.01
0.48
8.25%

Low

High

$30.00
$95.85
$9.00
$28.76

$60.00
$111.15
$18.00
$33.35

6

Figure 8 uses truck operating cost data from FHWA’s HERS model, while Figure 9 tests these total
transportation cost relationships based on input from MOTRAN discussions with trucking companies.
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Figure 4.3 - Trip Cost Comparison Chihuahua to Dallas (Original Value of Time and HERS
Operating Costs)
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Figure 4.4 - Trip Cost Comparison Torreon to Dallas (Original Value of Time and HERS Operating
Costs)
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Potential Trade Effects Related To Panama Canal Expansion
In order to evaluate every potential for diversion to the Topolobampo Port and
subsequently to the LEAP Corridor, the impacts of the Panama Canal expansion were
evaluated as well. While it may offer some diversion potential, the use of the Panama
Canal compared to using Topolobampo is not an exact substitute. The shipping time
using even an expanded Panama Canal can increase the duration of the shipping process
by as much as a week according to projections seen below in Table 4.57 Even if there
are delays at a port and the longer terrestrial shipping times, the west coast ports will
offer a comparative advantage in the length of time it takes to get products from Asia to
areas east and north of Texas.
Table 4.5 - Shipping Distances and Time
Destination
Seattle
Portland
Los Angeles
Long Beach
Houston
Ensenada
Guaymas
Manzanillo

Shanghai
Duration
Distance
8 days 20 hours
5096 Nautical Miles
8 days 23 hours
5150 Nautical Miles
9 days 2 hours
5708 Nautical Miles
9 days 2 hours
5708 Nautical Miles
18 days 4 hours
10475 Nautical Miles
10 days 3 hours
5840 Nautical Miles
11 days 19 hours 6800 Nautical Miles
11 days 22 hours 6855 Nautical Miles

Speed: 22 Nautical Miles an Hour

Source: www.distances.com
Plans to Expand Capacity at Other Ports and Border Crossings
Plans to expand capacity at other west coast seaports and other Texas-Mexico border
crossings have not been an explicit focus in the modeling of freight diversion, but they
have been implicitly considered in all the inputs for diversion. All the diversion
estimates from the POLA/POLB to Topolobampo actually represent a very small share of
total demand in excess of capacity. This means that there is a significant amount (in fact
the vast majority) of estimated diversion that is assumed to be absorbed by other ports.
The unaccounted for volumes are assumed to divert to other portions of North America’s
transportation system and these detailed results are shown in Section 5. Expanded or
new ports include Puerto Colonet, Lazaro Cardenas, other US or Mexican ports, and
improvements at border crossings such as Fabens, TX and Santa Teresa, NM. Specific
examples of POE expansion plans include:
•

The ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach are expected to undergo expansion of
existing terminals, inland ports; build additional terminals, new inland ports;
improve connectivity between marine terminals, distribution centers, and
intermodal rail yards; enhance inland distribution centers by using shuttle trains
between marine terminals and inland distribution centers instead of trucks. It is
assumed that PLA and PLB will expand to over 800 million tons but that this
expanded capacity will still be surpassed by volume demanded.

7

www.distances.com
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•

8

The state of Texas received a total of $52.8 million to build Border Safety
Inspection Facilities (BSIFs) and is planning to construct BSIFs at Texas POEs in
El Paso, Eagle Pass, Laredo, Pharr, and Brownsville.8 This includes building
driver identification stations, primary and secondary inspection control points,
expanded safety checking and screening. This project also plans to expand the
Free and Secure Trade (FAST) system that was implemented to increase the
security and expedite truck crossings at the borders. Also, FAST lanes will be
expanded to the Mexican side of the border so that FAST shipments could benefit
from the program. This focus on infrastructure construction is representative of
potential POE expansion.

These BSIFs are intended : Bridge of the Americas, El Paso/ Zaragoza-Ysleta; International Bridge, El
Paso/ World Trade Bridge, Laredo; Colombia-Solidarity International Bridges, Laredo/ Eagle Pass
International Bridge, Eagle Pass/ Pharr-Reynosa International Bridge, Pharr/ Free Trade International
Bridge, Los Indios (Harlingen)/ Veterans International Bridge, Los Tomates (Brownsville).
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5 Freight Forecast Results
This section provides a detailed presentation of anticipated future freight truck volumes
using the LEAP Corridor via the Presidio border crossing. Results are presented for three
future scenarios:
1. A “no-build” scenario with no significant infrastructure improvements to the
LEAP Corridor on either the US or Mexican side of the border.
2. Completion of Mexican infrastructure prior to 2020.
3. Completion of Mexican infrastructure after 2030.
For each scenario, results are presented based on the risk analysis model mentioned
above. Thus, each set of results indicates a “most likely” predicted result (50%) as well
as 10% and 90%. For interpretation purposes, the 10% result means that there is only a
10% chance that the freight truck volume estimate will be lower than that value.
Conversely, the 90% result means that there is a 90% chance that the freight truck
volume estimate will not exceed that value.

5.1 Inbound Daily Truck Traffic Projections at Presidio
Baseline (“No-Build”) Traffic Growth
Regardless of any infrastructure changes to the LEAP Corridor, the average annual daily
truck traffic (AADTT) is expected to increase through Presidio over the next 25 years.
As mentioned in the assumptions, recent trends of annual trade growth from Mexico to
the US were used to forecast future growth to continue as a baseline predictor for growth
at US-Mexican border crossings. Table 5.1 represents a baseline of truck traffic growth
at Presidio with no diversion from other sources and is provided as a basis for
comparison when reviewing the future projections of traffic on this road.
Table 5.1 - Mean Anticipated Baseline AADTT through Presidio

Baseline

2010

2015

2020

2025

2030

44

60

82

112

152

Alternative Forecast Scenarios
As mentioned above, traffic forecasts are presented for two scenarios related to the
completion of Mexican infrastructure (expansion of port at Topolobampo and roadway
through Copper Canyon). The two scenarios assume completion dates prior to 2020, and
after 2030. These completion dates are only relevant to the diversion to Topolobampo as
they impact the ability to move freight from Topolobampo, through the Copper Canyon,
to Presidio. Because we assume unconstrained capacity at Presidio and the Texas portion
of LEAP Corridor, diversion from El Paso and other Texas POEs is assumed to begin
sooner (i.e. 2012). Consequently, AADTT projections for the following tables include
diversion that begins either before or concurrent with other Topolobampo-related
infrastructure improvements. For example, 2015 baseline projections (Table 5.1) will
inherently be lower than 2015 projections for the 2020 and 2030 scenarios even though
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Topolobampo and Copper Canyon improvements won’t be complete. That is because the
baseline includes no diversion, while each scenario allows a five-year phase-in of any
potential Texas POE diversion.
2020 Scenario - Prior to 2020 Mexico Infrastructure Completion
For the 2020 infrastructure completion scenario, all the major elements of the Mexican
infrastructure including the highway between Topolobampo and Presidio are completed
prior to the year 2020. This scenario is used in the model to allow for the possibility that
Mexico infrastructure could be completed by the expected date in the Mexican
Infrastructure Plan of 2012. This scenario also includes a five year phase-in beginning in
the year 2020 to reach full diversion. Similarly, a five year staged diversion from the
other Texas POEs represents the commercial carriers that are gradually finding the
Presidio border crossing more appealing as their commitments to using other border
crossings diminish. The five year diversion phase-in from the other Texas border
crossings begins at the same time for both the 2020 and 2030 scenarios since this element
is unrelated to the Mexico infrastructure completion. It is assumed that over time, the
Texas side of the LEAP Corridor will see increased freight services and infrastructure
that will be sufficient to draw some additional traffic. Error! Reference source not
found.Table 5.2 and Figure 5.1 show the Monte Carlo (risk analysis) simulation results.
These suggest that there is a 90% confidence that the AADTT should be above the 10%
value. There is also a 90% confidence that the AADTT will be below the 90% value,
thus forming an 80% confidence interval between the low and high results. The
likelihood that the AADTT will be higher or lower than the 50% value is equal and is
interpreted as the mean or most likely projection.
The following bullets expand on this point and the modeling assumptions that incorporate
a five-year phase-in to compare the 2012 and 2020 scenario results:
•

•

•

Table 5.7 and Table 5.8 in Section 5.2 detail the sources of freight truck traffic
projected for each scenario, and are consistent with the modeling methodology
and assumptions regarding five-year phase-ins for both the diversion to
Topolobampo (which doesn’t happen until all infrastructure is complete) and the
El Paso diversion which starts sooner.
The methodology for the freight modeling purposes is primarily based on
projected trade volumes at seaports and other POEs, and the resulting truck
volumes that could divert to Presidio are determined by: a) overall trade volumes
and growth (which are equivalent across scenarios); and b) the status of
infrastructure completion. Once infrastructure is complete and the five-year
phase-in is reached, the model allows for “full” diversion to Presidio.
Total global/domestic trade volumes are the same in each scenario. The overall
growth of trade diversion is accounted for and this represents the total trade
diversion potential through the year 2030. What does vary is the infrastructurereadiness to capture the trade eligible for diversion. In other words, before
infrastructure is in place to facilitate and realize the growing diversion potential
there is a “pent-up” diversion that is utilizing other options. Once the
infrastructure is complete, the valve is opened and the diversion increases to the
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total diversion potential number. As mentioned in the previous bullet, this number
is reached around year 2025.
Table 5.2 - Incoming AADTT 2020 Mexican Infrastructure Completion
Incoming AADTT 2020 Completion
2010

2015

2020

2025

2030

10%

25

47

63

159

233

50%

47

125

195

456

739

90%

75

267

527

1177

2224

Figure 5.1 - Likely Range of Incoming AADTT 2020 Mexican Infrastructure Completion
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2030 Scenario - After 2030 Mexico Infrastructure Completion
In the second and least optimistic scenario, the Mexican infrastructure completion from
Topolobampo to Chihuahua does not occur until after 2030. In this scenario the affect of
diversion to the port of Topolobampo has not been actualized in the results in 2030. The
results detailed in Table 5.3 and Figure 5.2; however, do include diversion from El Paso
and other Texas POEs, similar to the 2020 scenario, and thus resulting in higher AADTT
projections than the baseline.
Table 5.3 - Incoming AADTT 2030 Mexican Infrastructure Completion
Incoming AADTT 2030 Completion
2010

2015

2020

2025

2030

10%

25

47

43

40

37

50%

47

125

174

243

338

90%

75

265

501

960

1851
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Figure 5.2 - Likely Range of Incoming AADTT 2030 Mexican Infrastructure Completion
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Table 5.4 summarizes the “most likely” (50% confidence level) for the 2012, 2020 and
2030 scenarios and compares them to the project baseline numbers.
Table 5.4 – Comparison of Mean Anticipated Baseline AADTT through Presidio
Incoming AADTT 2030
Scenario

2010

2015

2020

2025

2030

Baseline

44

60

82

112

152

2020 - 50%

47

125

195

456

739

2030 - 50%

47

125

174

243

338

5.2 Composition of Inbound Truck Traffic at Presidio
This section provides greater detail on the results presented in Section 4.1 as we highlight
the number and share of daily trucks projected to use Presidio and LEAP from various
sources. The projections of inbound truck traffic through Presidio are broken into five
major categories of influence including the baseline growth, diversion from El Paso,
diversion from POLA/POLB through Topolobampo, other diversion including other
Texas POE’s and other west coast ports, and induced traffic to support the new facilities
needed to service the increase in traffic.9 Table 5.5 and Table 5.6 show the mean
expected proportions of the sources of diversion in the two scenarios.

9

For example, higher truck volumes will likely lead to expansions of industries in the LEAP Corridor such
as gas stations, convenience stores, restaurants, and other retail/services that will in turn generate a modest
amount of additional truck traffic.
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Table 5.5 - Mean Share of AADTT at Presidio by Source - 2020 Scenario
Mean Expected Share of Daily Truck Traffic through Presidio 2020 Mexican Infrastructure Completion
Location
El Paso
Port of LA/LB
Other
Induced
Baseline

2010

2015

0%
0%
0%
2%
97%

2020

41%
0%
7%
2%
49%

2025

36%
11%
7%
2%
44%

2030

22%
44%
4%
2%
27%

20%
51%
4%
2%
24%

Table 5.6 - Mean Share of AADTT at Presidio by Source - 2030 Scenario
Mean Expected Share of Daily Truck Traffic through Presidio 2030 Mexican Infrastructure Completion
Location
El Paso
Port of LA/LB
Other
Induced
Baseline

2010

2015

0%
0%
0%
2%
97%

2020

41%
0%
7%
2%
49%

2025

41%
0%
7%
2%
49%

2030

41%
0%
7%
2%
49%

41%
0%
7%
2%
49%

Table 5.7 and Table 5.8 show the corresponding daily truck volumes by diversion source
(and baseline) for the two scenarios – 2020 and 2030. These numbers correlate with the
overall truck estimates shown in Section 5.1. It is worth noting that the El Paso and
baseline categories of freight truck volumes are the same for both scenarios. What differs
are the volumes from POLA/POLB and the “Other and Induced” which are directly
linked to the Mexican infrastructure completion.
Table 5.7 - Mean Incoming AADTT at Presidio by Source – 2020 Scenario
Mean Expected Daily Truck Traffic through Presidio 2020 Mexican Infrastructure Completion
Location

2010

2015

2020

2025

2030

El Paso

0

51

71

102

144

Port of LA/LB

0

0

21

200

376

Other

0

9

13

18

26

Induced

1

3

5

11

18

Baseline

46

62

86

124

175

Total

47

125

195

456

739

Table 5.8 - Mean Incoming AADTT at Presidio by Source - 2030 Scenario
Mean Expected Daily Truck Traffic through Presidio 2030 Mexican Infrastructure Completion
Location

2010

2015

2020

2025

2030

El Paso

0

51

71

99

Port of LA/LB

0

0

0

0

0

Other

0

9

13

18

25

137

Induced

1

3

4

6

10

Baseline

46

62

86

120

166

Total

47

125

174

243

338

The diversion to Topolobampo from the POLA/POLB represents a very small share of
the overall total diversion of excess demand from POLA/POLB. Figure 5.3 shows the
Topolobampo share of the diversion from demand in excess of capacity destined for
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Texas and points east and north of Texas in 2025 compared to the other west coast ports.
The non-Topolobampo share in the table is proportional to the share of total west coast
container freight from 200610. This figure shows about 7% of the freight in excess of
capacity destined for these areas will go through Topolobampo (with a smaller portion of
that traffic bound for Presidio). It is estimated that the remaining 93% will go through
other west coast ports in the US and Mexico, based on projected capacity and new marine
port expansions in both countries (e.g., Puerto Colonet and Lazaro Cardenas).
Figure 5.3 - Port Shares of Diversion from POLA/POLB to Texas and Points East and Northeast
Oakland
Lazaro Cardenas

Tacoma
Ensenada

Seattle
San Diego

Lazaro Cardenas
1.8%
Portland(OR)
2.4%
Topolobampo
7.2%

Manzanillo
Hueneme

Topolobampo
Mazatlan

Portland(OR)
Everett

Ensenada
1.4% San Diego
1.1%

Oakland
26.5%

Manzanillo
13.9%

Seattle
22.0%

Tacoma
22.9%

Note: The non-Topolobampo shares are proportional to 2006 West Coast Port Container Traffic Volumes
Source: AAPA and Secretaría de Comunicaciones y Transportes

Figure 5.4 shows the Topolobampo share of the diversion from the total POLA/POLB
demand in excess of capacity in 2025 compared to other west coast ports with the nonTopolobampo shares proportional to the 2006 west coast container port volumes. This
graph shows that less than 1% of all excess capacity at the POLA/POLB will divert to
Topolobampo. In other words, when considering all freight that is projected to divert
away from POLA/POLB due to demand in excess of capacity (including destinations to
the north and west of Texas such as California), less than 1% is estimated to divert to
Topolobampo. The huge volumes of trade projected to be handled by west coast ports
into the future, well beyond POLA/POLB’s capacity expansion plans, ensures
opportunity for virtually all west coast ports in the US and Mexico to expand the number
of containers handled.

10

American Association of Port Authorities and Secretaría de Comunicaciones y Transportes
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Figure 5.4 - Port Shares of TOTAL Diversion from POLA/POLB
Oakland
Ensenada

Tacoma
San Diego
Lazaro Cardenas
1.9%

Seattle
Topolobampo
Ensenada
1.5%

San Diego
1.2%

Manzanillo
Hueneme

Portland(OR)
Mazatlan

Lazaro Cardenas
Everett

Topolobampo
0.6%

Portland(OR)
2.5%
Manzanillo
14.9%

Oakland
28.4%

Seattle
23.6%
Tacoma
24.5%

Note: The non-Topolobampo shares are proportional to 2006 West Coast Port Container Traffic Volumes
Source: AAPA and Secretaría de Comunicaciones y Transportes

The share of diversion is not likely to be the same as displayed in the preceding charts as
the amount of capacity available and infrastructure at the major west coast ports in North
America is expected to change between now and 2025. Ports such as Puerto Colonet and
Lazaro Cardenas, and likely other west coast ports, are developing expansion plans that
will allow them to obtain a significant share of the excess capacity at the Ports of Los
Angeles and Long Beach. Other more established ports may also face more limitations in
the amount of expansion available, or the capacity of landside access. Thus, the data
allocation presented here is consistent with the most recent available data, but recognizes
that future allocations of freight diversion are likely to include a larger share of trade
volume at some ports than others.
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6 Conclusion
After a thorough review of the factors and influences on traffic diversion to the LEAP
Corridor the findings can be summarized briefly:
•

•

•

Most of the diversion to the Presidio border crossing, and in turn the two largest
influences on the growth in freight traffic, is likely to come from either El Paso or
diversion of shipments through the Port of Topolobampo. Assuming the full scale
of planned Mexico infrastructure is completed, this will account for two-thirds of
the traffic through Presidio in 2030.
The factors most likely to influence diversion are the travel time and travel time
reliability of a route, infrastructure availability and barriers to diversion such as:
experience and familiarity with a route, costs and contractual obligations
committed to a particular route; and the profitability of travel along each route
and POE.
Freight projections for Presidio range from a low of 95 trucks per day in 2030 to a
high over 2200 trucks per day in 2030. The “most likely” estimate of average
trucks per day inbound at Presidio to the LEAP Corridor if Mexican infrastructure
is completed by 2020 (or earlier) is estimated to be approximately 730 trucks in
2030. This number increases substantially over time (i.e., it is significantly lower
in earlier years) based on large projected increases in trade volumes by FHWA
and others. If the Mexican infrastructure is completed after 2030, the total daily
inbound truck estimate (most likely) is estimated to be about 338 per day.

The commitment and degree to which Texas enhances its border crossing and corridor
infrastructure and services along the LEAP Corridor, the more likely the daily truck
traffic through Presidio will approach the upper limits of this range. Likewise, the
impacts that other Mexico Ports may have on Topolobampo’s share of freight diversion
and the ability of border ports of entry to facilitate the shift in freight routes may push the
freight diversion to the lower limits.
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Appendix A

Source Documentation for La Entrada al Pacifico
Freight Diversion Model
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Source Documentation for La Entrada al Pacifico
Freight Diversion Model
Shipping Container Data and Projections
US-Origin and Destination Projections – are from the FAF2 Database produced by
FHWA. This database can be accessed at the following website:
http://ops.fhwa.dot.gov/freight/freight_analysis/faf/index.htm
Presidio Baseline Crossing Projections – are from the SAM model developed by Texas
Transportation Institute, and maintained by TxDOT.
Transshipment Movement at Mexican Ports with origins or destinations in the US – are
from Anuarios Estadisticos published by the Secretariat of Communications and
Transport. This database can be accessed at the following website:
http://www.sct.gob.mx
California Share of Destinations of Imports to Port of Long Beach – a proprietary data
analysis run from Piers data
http://www.piers.com/
Shipping Capacity Projections
Port Capacities – are WSA projections that are based on a presentation “Ports the
Gateway to the US Consumer Market, June 11, 2007” by Barry Horowitz. This
information is provided below.
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Gulf Coast Capacity Assumptions – are based on a report by the US Chamber of
Commerce. The US Chamber of Commerce suggests large capacity shortfalls in the next
few years at major us ports (Houston). The source is: US Chamber of Commerce,
“Trade and Transportation: A Study of North American Ports and Intermodal Systems.”
All Capacity Assumptions – use the 2005 article published in Transportation Journal by
Michael Maloni and Eric C. Jackson titled “North American Container Port Capacity: An
Exploratory Analysis” to verify the port capacity assumptions are reasonable.
Port Capacity Uncertainty – Due to the many factors that determine port capacity and the
volatility of these factors HDR determined a wide range that would allow for all ports
with limited projections to project the ability to be both above and below capacity in any
given year depending on the simulation as a placeholder to be reviewed in the RAP
session. The basis of this determination comes from the following source: US Chamber
of Commerce, “Trade and Transportation: A Study of North American Ports and
Intermodal Systems.”
Border Crossing Volumes
Current and Historical Volumes and Projections – are obtained from the US Department
of Transportation Research and Innovative Technology Administration Bureau of
Transportation Statistics TransBorder Freight Data. This is a table of truck import
volumes from 1995 through 2006 with the focus on US-NAFTA trading.
http://www.bts.gov/programs/international/transborder/
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El Paso and Chihuahua border crossing diversion – are reviewed in a study by the Texas
Transportation Institute in December 2004 called “La Entrada Al Pacifico Trade
Corridor Planning Study” created for Midland-Odessa Metropolitan Planning
Organization and Texas Department of Transportation – Odessa District.
Historic Container Shipping Traffic
Mexican Ports – the historic container shipping volumes can be obtained from the
Secretaría de Comunicaciones y Transportes at the following website:
http://www.sct.gob.mx.
US Ports – the historic container shipping volumes can be obtained from the American
Association of Port Authorities at the following website: http://www.aapaports.org/Industry/content.cfm?ItemNumber=900.
Value of Time and Operating Costs
Value of Time Costs – are estimated based on several sources. The description from the
RAP book stated the median estimates are based on several sources: Texas
Transportation Institute reports $62/hr for US truck drivers; FHWA reports
approximately $30/hr in its Highway Economic Requirement System. Mexico’s Instituto
Nacional de Estadistica Geografia e Infomatica (INEGI) reports total salaries and
employment for transportation and warehousing sector to be approximately $5/hr in
2004. The two sources for US truck drivers are attached and titled “appendix_a.pdf” and
“63_NCHRP8-36-61.pdf”.

Vehicle Operating Costs – are calculated using the 2002 Highway Economic
Requirement Systems (HERS) Technical Report. Information on the HERS Report can
be obtained from the FHWA at:
http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/infrastructure/asstmgmt/hersindex.cfm.
Mexican Economic Conditions
US/Mexico Trade – the BEA has statistics on US International Transactions Accounts
Data between the US and other countries. The historical transactions from 1986 to 2006
between the US and Mexico can be viewed on the BEA website at: http://www.bea.gov/.
Maquiladora Information: statistics on the value added from maquiladora production can
be obtained from the INEGI at the following website:
http://www.inegi.gob.mx/inegi/default.aspx.
Mexico National Infrastructure Plans
Mexico’s National Infrastructure Program Plan 2007-2012 lists projects related to
highway, multi-modal corridors (rail) and ports between 2008 and 2012 and is listed as
published July 2007. It lists all projects that will have Mexican government support and
are considered higher priority.
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RAP Session Workbook
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1. INTRODUCTION
La Entrada al Pacifico (LEAP) is a proposed highway corridor connecting the Presidio port-of-entry
(POE) at the Texas-Mexico border through Midland/Odessa in Texas. The Texas Department of
Transportation (TxDOT) has contracted the HDR team to prepare a study to determine the feasibility of
developing a corridor serving traffic coming through Presidio into western Texas. Forecasting traffic
demand requires understanding the expected share of all Pacific Coast and Gulf of Mexico freight
movements that would be attracted to the Topolobampo port once new roadway capacity became
available. As shown in Figure 1, LEAP connects directly from Topolobampo through Mexico to
Presidio and provides the most likely source of freight traffic for the Texas portion of the proposed
LEAP corridor. This study will consider the share of freight handled at Topolobampo that will use this
corridor and the potential for other freight movements between Mexico and the US that may use the
LEAP corridor.
Figure 1: Map of Study Area

Source: http://www.la-entrada-al-pacifico.com/
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The HDR team includes HDR|HLB Decision Economics (HDR|HLB), which specializes in traffic
assessments using economic techniques such as risk analysis and stakeholder input. HDR|HLB has
researched and modeled cross border traffic in the area of the proposed corridor. To create the most
realistic forecasts of cross border traffic and toll revenue, a panel of experts is gathered to determine
the probability ranges of the outcomes of the forecast inputs.
An overview of HDR|HLB’s approach to a risk analysis-based freight forecast (in the form of a
structure and logic diagram) is provided in Figure 2. The approach comprises six major steps:
1. Research and analyze regional socio-economic projections;
2. Review data including reports from TxDOT, HDR, Wilbur Smith Associates (WSA) and C&M
Associates;
3. Develop a preliminary freight diversion forecasting model based on risk analysis;
4. Conduct a Risk Analysis Process (RAP) session (in this case, the RAP session is simulated through
Technical Advisory Committee responses to this RAP workbook);
5. Update risk analysis assumptions and run Monte Carlo simulations1 to estimate freight diversion and
likelihood of different volumes of freight traffic in the corridor; and
6. Report and document simulation results.
This Risk Analysis Process Reference Book and Workbook will generate the primary output from Step
4, the RAP session. This workbook presents background information, historical data, and the baseline
forecasts of key socioeconomic predicators used in modeling cross border traffic and toll revenues. The
format of this Reference and Workbook is designed to guide and solicit input to the RAP from a panel
of knowledgeable, independent stakeholders. Section 2 of this workbook provides background material
for the RAP including an illustration of the data analysis. Section 3 of the workbook provides data
sheets for RAP panel members with detailed descriptions of each variable to be assessed during the
RAP panel session. In addition, supplemental data on border crossings at Presidio are shown in an
appendix.

1

Monte Carlo simulation is a statistical process used to simulate, in an iterative process, the probability that any one
outcome, out of a range of possible outcomes, will occur. To apply Monte Carlo simulation in the context of a traffic
demand study, each assumption is specified in a range of most likely, low, and high. The statistical process selects one
point out of this range for each iteration (a different point for each iteration) and the combination of all the outcomes
describes the probability of any one event happening. In this way the model ‘vibrates’ all the assumptions slightly for each
iteration looking at what happens if small changes occur to the expected outcomes for each variable. Economists believe
this is a more accurate way of describing future outcomes than the typical sensitivity analysis which holds all variables
constant while varying one assumption significantly.
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Figure 2: Risk Analysis Process Overview
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2. RAP PRIMER
Economic forecasts traditionally take the form of a single “expected outcome” supplemented with
alternative scenarios. The limitation of a forecast with a single expected outcome is clear -- while it
may provide the single best statistical estimate, it offers no information about the range of other
possible outcomes and their associated probabilities. The problem becomes acute when uncertainty
surrounding the forecast’s underlying assumptions is material.
A common approach is to create “high case” and “low case” scenarios to bracket the central estimate.
This scenario approach can exacerbate the problem of dealing with risk because it gives no indication
of likelihood associated with the alternative outcomes. The commonly reported “high case” may
assume that most underlying assumptions deviate in the same direction from their expected value, and
likewise for the “low case.” In reality, the likelihood that all underlying factors shift in the same
direction simultaneously is just as remote as that of everything turning out as expected.
Another common approach to providing added perspective on reality is “sensitivity analysis.” Key
forecast assumptions are varied one at a time in order to assess their relative impact on the expected
outcome. A problem here is that the assumptions are often varied by arbitrary amounts. A more serious
concern with this approach is that, in the real world, assumptions do not veer from actual outcomes one
at a time. It is the impact of simultaneous differences between assumptions and actual outcomes that is
needed to provide a realistic perspective on the riskiness of a forecast.
Risk Analysis provides a way around the problems outlined above. It helps avoid the lack of
perspective in “high” and “low” cases by measuring the probability or “odds” that an outcome will
actually materialize. This is accomplished by attaching ranges (probability distributions) to the
forecasts of each input variable. The approach allows all inputs to be varied simultaneously within their
distributions, thus avoiding the problems inherent in conventional sensitivity analysis. The approach
also recognizes interrelationships between variables and their associated probability distributions.
The Risk Analysis Process involves four parts:
Part 1.

Define the structure and logic of the forecasting problem;

Part 2.

Assign estimates and ranges (probability distributions) to each variable and forecasting
coefficient in the forecasting structure and logic;

Part 3.

Engage experts and stakeholders in assessment of model and assumption risks (the “RAP
Session”); and

Part 4.

Issue forecast risk analysis results.

Part 1. Define Structure and Logic of the Forecasting Process
A “structure and logic model” depicts the variables and cause and effect relationships that underpin the
forecasting problem at-hand (Figure 3). Although the structure and logic model is written down
mathematically to facilitate analysis, it is also depicted graphically in order to permit stakeholder
scrutiny and modification in Part 3 of the process (see below).
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Figure 3: Example of a Structure and Logic Model
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Part 2. Assign Central Estimates and Conduct Probability Analysis
Each variable is assigned a central estimate and a range (a probability distribution) to represent the
degree of uncertainty. Special data sheets are used (see Figure 4) to record input from panelists. The
first column gives an initial median (most likely) estimate while the second and third columns define
an uncertainty range representing an 80 percent confidence interval. This is the range within which
there exists an 80 percent probability of finding the actual outcome. The greater the uncertainty
associated with a forecast variable the wider the range.
Figure 4: Data Sheet for Construction Completion
Year

Most Likely

Low Estimate

High Estimate

Years

2010

2009

2012

Probability ranges are established on the basis of both statistical analysis and subjective probability.
Probability ranges need not be normal or symmetrical -- that is, there is no need to assume the bell
shaped normal probability curve. The bell curve assumes an equal likelihood of being too low and
being too high in forecasting a particular value. It might well be, for example, that if a projected growth
rate deviates from expectations; circumstances are such that it is more likely to be higher than the
median expected outcome than lower.
The RAP model transforms the ranges as depicted above into formal probability distributions (or
“probability density functions”). This liberates the non-statistician from the need to appreciate the
abstract statistical depiction of probability and thus enables stakeholders to understand and participate
in the process whether or not they possess statistical training.
From where do the central estimates and probability ranges for each assumption in the forecasting
structure and logic framework come? There are two sources. The first is an historical analysis of
statistical uncertainty in all variables and an error analysis of the forecasting “coefficients.”
“Coefficients” are numbers that represent the measured impact of one variable (say, income) on
another (such as retail sales). While these coefficients can only be known with uncertainty, statistical
methods help uncover the magnitude of such error (using diagnostic statistics such as “standard
deviation,” “standard error,” “confidence intervals” and so on).
The uncertainty analysis outlined above is known in the textbooks as “frequentist” probability. The
second line of uncertainty analysis employed in risk analysis is called “subjective probability” (also
called “Bayesian” statistics, for the mathematician Bayes who developed it). Whereas a frequentist
probability represents the measured frequency with which different outcomes occur (i.e., the number of
heads and tails after thousands of tosses) the Bayesian probability of an event occurring is the degree of
belief held by an informed person or group that it will occur. Obtaining subjective probabilities is the
subject of Part 3.
Part 3. Conduct Expert Evaluation: The RAP Session
Part 3 involves the formation of an informed panel and the use of facilitation techniques to elicit risk
and probability beliefs about:
HDR|HLB DECISION ECONOMICS INC.
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A. The structure of the forecasting framework; and
B. Uncertainty attaching to each variable and forecasting coefficient within the framework.
In (A), the panel is invited to add variables and hypothesized causal relationships that may be material,
yet missing from the model. In (B), panelists are engaged in a discursive protocol during which the
frequentist-based central estimates and ranges, provided to panelists in advance of the session, are
modified according to panelist’s beliefs. This process is aided with an interactive “groupware”
computer tool that permits the visualization of probability ranges under alternative belief systems.
Given the large size of the Technical Advisory Committee for this project, TxDOT and the HDR team
have decided to conduct the expert evaluation through the use of this workbook and the responses
received.
Part 4. Issue Risk Analysis
The final probability distributions are formulated by the risk analyst (HDR|HLB) and represent a
combination of “frequentist” and subjective probability information drawn from Part 3. These are
combined using a statistical simulation technique (commonly known as Monte Carlo analysis) that
allows each variable and forecasting coefficient to vary simultaneously according to its associated
probability distribution (see Figure 5, below).
Figure 5: Combining Probability Distributions
Port Capacity
Changes
Outlook (%)

GDP
Growth (%)

Jointly
Determined
Probabilities
Diversion to
POE
(%)

Port Volume
Forecast

F = f (A, B, C, D, ..)
Annual Traffic
at Presidio
POE
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The end result is a central forecast, together with estimates of the probability of achieving alternative
outcomes given uncertainties in underlying variables and coefficients (see Figures 6 and 7, below).
Figure 6: Risk Analysis of Annual Average Daily Truck Traffic, an Illustration
100%
Probability of Exceeding

90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
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40

50

60
70
80
2030 POE Traffic

90

100

110

Figure 7: Risk Analysis of Annual Average Daily Truck Traffic, an Illustration
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3. DATA SHEETS
Data Sheets are used to describe the components of the analysis and record input from panelists about
each variable within the models. Panelists are encouraged to only respond to questions to which they
have an informed opinion.
The data sheets incorporate the following elements:


Name of the variable;



A summary description of the variable;



An explanation of the relationship between the variable and the overall methodology/model;



Data sources and units of measurement;



Suggested probability ranges (derived by HDR|HLB);



Panelist input table;



Area for comments.

Data sheets for the following variables are provided on the following pages for the main assumptions
of the freight diversion model:
3.2

Value of Trucking Time

3.3

Mexico Infrastructure Construction Completion

3.4

Travel Demand Forecasting Risk

3.5

Diversion from Alternative Ports of Entry (by Port)

3.6

LEAP Market Share of Topolobampo Volumes

3.7

Economic Growth in Mexico
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3.1. Freight Diversion Model
A structure and logic diagram of the freight diversion model is presented below. It represents the
assumptions and data used in the estimation of freight diversion model. While some variables have a
greater potential than others for impacting the LEAP Corridor, a comprehensive evaluation is
undertaken to ensure all variables are considered.
Figure 8: Structure and Logic Diagram for Freight Travel Diversion
Traffic Source
Routes & Potential
Growth or
Diversion Sources

Asia - US

Mexico - US

Central and South
America - US

PLA/PLB

Other West Coast
US/Canada POEs

Other Texas POEs

Texas Gulf Ports

Presidio POE

Forecast Volume

Forecast Volume

Forecast Volume

Forecast Volume

Forecast Volume

Excess Volume
Based on Current
Conditions
(Tons)

Excess Volume
Based on Current
Conditions
(Tons)

Excess Volume
Based on Current
Conditions
(Tons)

Excess Volume
Based on Current
Conditions
(Tons)

Excess Volume
Adjusted for
Future
Infrastructure
Improvements
(Tons)

Excess Volume
Adjusted for
Future
Infrastructure
Improvements
(Tons)

Excess Volume
Adjusted for
Future
Infrastructure
Improvements
(Tons)

Excess Volume
Adjusted for
Future
Infrastructure
Improvements
(Tons)

Potential Diverted
Volumes to LEAP
(Tons)

Potential Diverted
Volumes to LEAP
(Tons)

Potential Diverted
Volumes to LEAP
(Tons)

Potential Diverted
Volumes to LEAP
(Tons)

By Source
Economic
Expansion
By Source
Forecast
Probability

By Source
Current Capacity /
Congestion
Threshold
By Source
Adjustment due Future
Expansions or Planned
New Capacity

By Source
Adjustment due to
Distance and Travel
Time to LEAP

Destinations
Value of Time for
Freight Trucks

Conversion of Tons to
AADT
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3.2. Value of Time for Trucks, in Base Year
Variable Description: This variable is the full value of time for trucks which includes both the wage
of the driver and estimated cargo cost. US truck driver time can range from $18 - $25. Several
independent studies have estimated cargo costs to be between $2 and $45/hr. Other studies have found
freight costs to exceed hundreds of dollars per hour. Likewise, Mexican truck driver time is estimated
using a base cost of driver time per hour of $5 and a cargo value based on the relative proportion of
cargo cost to driver cost stemming from the US-side data. These estimates result in a range of $9 to
$18 per hour.2 For the purposes of this study this variable is expressed in 2007 dollars per hour to
capture the relative impact of US and Mexico trucking.
Impact on the Model: The value of travel time is used to estimate the share of traffic diverting to
the LEAP corridor. Estimates incorporate analyses by a number of sources. A larger value of time leads
to greater demand for time savings using alternative routes.
Preliminary Probability Ranges
Most Likely
($/hr)

(b)

Country of Origin

Low
($/hr)

High
($/hr)

(b)

US

45.00

30.00

60.00

Mexico

13.50

9.00

18.00

Notes: (a) Median estimates based on several sources: Texas Transportation Institute reports $62/hr for US truck
drivers; FHWA reports approximately $30/hr in its Highway Economic Requirement System. Mexico’s INEGI
reports total salaries and employment for transportation and warehousing sector to be approximately $5/hr in
2004.
(b) Indicates the upper and lower limits of an 80% confidence interval

Panelist’s Probability Ranges
Country of Origin

Most Likely
($/hr)

(a)

(a)

Low
($/hr)

High
($/hr)

US

Mexico
Note:

(a) Indicates the upper and lower limits of an 80% confidence interval

2

Calculation is $5 per hour plus cargo time value of $8.50 per hour which is calculated as the Mexican wage rate times the
ratio of US wages over US total (wage plus cargo) costs in order to create a Mexican cargo cost that is in line with US
estimates.
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3.3. Construction Completion
Variable Description: This variable creates a range around the completion date of needed road
improvements between the Port of Topolobampo and the Presidio POE. Without these road
improvements it is estimated that little additional traffic would be willing or able to reach the Presidio
border crossing after arriving at Topolobampo. The construction considered is primarily improvements
in the road quality and road capacity from the Port of Topolobampo through Chihuahua City, Mexico
to Presidio. There exists a wide range of opinion on the timing and likelihood of construction
completion for this project and this project is expected to have a significant impact on LEAP truck
volumes. For this reason, the baseline assumption presents a wide range of possible construction
completion dates. The range includes the possibility that construction will not be complete during the
timeframe of analysis for this study.
Impact on the Model: The later the road improvements leading from Topolobampo to Presidio are
completed the longer it will take for significant flows originating from Topolobampo to occur.
Preliminary Estimates
Variable
Years

(a)

Most Likely
2018

Low

(b)

2012

High

(b)

2030

Notes: (a) Most likely estimates based on projections from HDR|HLB
(b) Estimate provided within the Mexican Federal National Infrastructure Program 2007-2012
(c) A 2030 construction completion date allows for the possibility that the improvements will not be complete
within the time frame of analysis for this study.

Panelist’s Estimates
Variable

Most Likely

Low

(a)

High

(a)

Years
Notes:

(a) Indicates the upper and lower limits of an 80% confidence interval

Comments
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3.4. Volume Risk Estimates
Variable Description: The LEAP freight volume projections are based, in part, on volume forecasts
projected using TxDOT's Statewide Analysis Model (SAM) for several freight routes crossing between
Texas and Mexico. As with any forecast, SAM volume forecasts are subject to uncertainty - the actual
freight volumes experienced may be higher or lower than predicted. This variable creates an
uncertainty range about the SAM forecasts. This range is applied to all SAM-derived POE volume
forecasts. The wider the range, the more conservative the estimate.
Impact on the Model: Future freight volumes at POEs other than Presidio impact expected delay at
those POEs and therefore impact the expected willingness of truck drivers or logicians to re-route
through Presidio. This variable impacts the range of expected volumes by determining how high or
how low the forecasted volume is from the actual volume that may be expected. The less certain the
forecast, the broader the range and the greater the variation in number of trucks diverting due to travel
time savings in the high and low estimates.
Preliminary Estimates
Variable

(a)

Most Likely

Forecasted Volume
Uncertainty Range

0%

Low

(b)

High

-20%

(b)

20%

Notes: (a) Most likely estimates based on projections from HDR|HLB
(b) Indicates the upper and lower limits of an 80% confidence interval

Panelist’s Estimates
Variable

Most Likely

Low

(a)

High

(a)

Forecasted Volume
Uncertainty Range
Notes:

(a) Indicates the upper and lower limits of an 80% confidence interval

Comments
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3.5. Diversion from Alternative Ports of Entry
The following data sheets are organized by the respective port of entry that may divert traffic to the
LEAP Corridor. The diversion to LEAP will be dependent on how much trade is likely to divert from
other ports to Topolobampo and also how much of that will actually use LEAP. As trade is expected to
grow at other ports, there is an expectation that these ports may reach capacity thus encouraging
shippers to consider diverting to other ports. As long as this new route of diversion creates time
savings, LEAP will gain a percentage of this excess capacity from other west cost ports, PLA and PLB,
and from the Texas Gulf ports. Figures 9 and 10 depict trade flows from Asian and South American
markets to US and Mexican POEs.
Further diversion to LEAP will come through Mexican freight flows, including freight arriving at
Mexican ports and directly sent to the US as well as internal Mexican freight, originating in Mexico
and connecting to LEAP. These diversions are in the final sections of this chapter.
For each of the following data sheets, ports or POEs are identified that may potentially have freight
volumes in excess of capacity that may be diverted to LEAP. In order to determine the percent of the
forecasted freight volumes diverted to Topolobampo from each of these ports, the percent diverted to
Topolobampo is asked of the panelist.
It is important to keep in mind that the freight diverted from US Ports to Topolobampo will be subject
to Mexican customs inspections and will use Mexican infrastructure. The shippers’ willingness to
adjust routes with these factors should be accounted for in the panelist’s estimates of diversion to
Topolobampo.
Lastly, of the freight diverted to Topolobampo, the percentage of freight estimated reach the Presidio
POE and use LEAP is asked of the panelist.
The following maps show the potential routes of diversion to LEAP. Also, Table 1 shows the current
volume and forecasts for PLA/PLB, other West Coast Ports, and Texas Gulf Ports.
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Figure 9: US POEs from Asia

Asia to Other West
Coast Ports

Asia to POLA / POLB

Asia to Presidio via Topolobampo

Asia to Texas Gulf Ports via Panama Canal
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Figure 10: US POEs from South America

S. America to
POLA / POLB

S. America to Other
West Coast Ports

S. America to
Presidio via
Topolobampo

S. America to
Texas Gulf Ports

Table 1: Median Volume Forecasts

PLA/PLB
Volume Forecast
Volume in Excess of Capacity
West Coast Ports
Volume Forecast
Volume in Excess of Capacity
Texas Gulf Ports
Volume Forecast
Volume in Excess of Capacity
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2007

2030

Annual Average
Compound Growth Rate

7,117,179
15,335

14,416,932
760,466

2%
14%

2,079,999
0

5,088,689
0

3%
n/a

39,974,382
0

79,091,481
0

2%
n/a
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Ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach
Variable Description: Topolobampo is estimated to handle 6 percent of Asia – US trade bound for
Texas or points east and northeast of Texas. It is estimated that, should the primary routes of Asia and
US trade experience demand in excess of capacity (i.e., over crowded) tonnage would divert to other
ports. Preliminary estimates rely on current Topolobampo share of 6 percent as an estimate of diversion
share. According to the Mexican Pacific Ports estimates, as of 2005 Topolobampo was receiving about
7% of all total cargo movements in Pacific Coast Mexican Ports. According to US import data from
2002 Topolobampo's share of Asian-Pacific trade volumes was about 3%, including other Mexican
ports and LA/LB.
The ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach are expected to undergo: expansion of existing terminals
and inland ports; construction of new terminals and inland ports; improvement of connectivity between
marine terminals, distribution centers, and intermodal rail yards; and enhancement of inland
distribution centers by using shuttle trains between marine terminals and inland distribution centers
instead of trucks. It is assumed that PLA and PLB will expand to over 800 million tons but that this
expanded capacity will be surpassed by growth in volume demand. While the increase in overall
tonnage at PLA and PLB may result in increased volumes at Topolobampo, the increase in capacity at
PLA and PLB could also have a negative effect on the LEAP Corridor traffic forecasts.
Impact on the Model: Diversion estimates indicate the share of excess demand at PLA/PLB flowing
to Topolobampo (a portion which may go on to the Presidio POE) after the completion of the Copper
Canyon and Port of Topolobampo improvements as well as improvements to the Port of Topolobampo.
Preliminary Estimates
Variable

(a)

Most Likely

Low

(b)

Percent of Excess Demand Diverted to
Topolobampo after the completion of Copper
6%
4%
Canyon & Topolobampo Improvements
Notes: (a) Most likely estimates based on projections from HDR|HLB
(b) Indicates the upper and lower limits of an 80% confidence interval

High

(b)

8%

Panelist’s Estimates
Variable

Most Likely

Low

(a)

High

(a)

Percent of Excess Demand Diverted to
Topolobampo after the completion of Copper
Canyon & Topolobampo Improvements
Notes: (a) Indicates the upper and lower limits of an 80% confidence interval

Comments
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Texas Gulf Ports
Variable Description: The seaports of Texas, including Beaumont, Brownsville, Freeport,
Galveston, Harlingen, Houston, Orange, Palacios, Port Arthur, Port Isabel, Port Lavaca-Point Comfort,
Port Mansfield, Texas City, Victoria, and West Calhoun may reach a point at which capacity is
constrained compared to growth in tonnage thus leading to diversion to other ports such as
Topolobampo. On the other hand, it is important to consider the expansion of the Panama Canal
(projected to be completed by 2013-2014), which includes the construction of a new lane that will
double its capacity. The increase in capacity at the Panama Canal could have a negative effect on the
LEAP Corridor traffic forecasts as more freight will be able to move from Central and South America
through the Panama Canal towards the Texas Gulf Ports. Consequently, the “most likely” estimate of
diversion from Texas Gulf Ports is fairly modest at 2%, but the range includes the possibility that
negative diversion will occur. In other words, traffic that would otherwise use Topolobampo will
instead route to other Texas gulf ports once the Panama Canal improvements are complete.
Impact on the Model: Diversion estimates indicate the share of excess demand at Texas Gulf Ports
flowing to Topolobampo (a portion which may go on to the Presidio POE).
Preliminary Estimates
Variable

(a)

Most Likely

Low

(b)

Percent of Excess Demand Diverted to
2%
-1%
Topolobampo
Notes: (a) Most likely estimates based on projections from HDR|HLB
(b) Indicates the upper and lower limits of an 80% confidence interval

High

(b)

4%

Panelist’s Estimates
Variable

Most Likely

Low

(a)

High

(a)

Percent of Excess Demand Diverted to
Topolobampo
Notes: (a) Indicates the upper and lower limits of an 80% confidence interval

Comments
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Diversion of Excess Demand from Other US West Coast Ports
Variable Description: Trade from Asia and South/Central America into other US West Coast POEs
(other than PLA and PLB) may be diverted to Topolobampo and onto the LEAP Corridor once the
internal Mexican infrastructure (Copper Canyon/Port of Topolobampo) required to serve this traffic is
complete. These other US West Coast POEs include the ports of Oakland, San Francisco, Redwood
City, Richmond, and San Diego, CA as well as Portland, OR. An increase in capacity at other West
Coast POEs will have a negative effect on the LEAP Corridor traffic forecasts. Currently the volume
estimate includes a “most likely” assumption that other West Coast ports will not experience demand
in excess of capacity during the time frame of this analysis. If the excess demand is 0, there will be no
diversion to Topolobampo. However, the model assumes a very low probability that capacity will be
exceeded at these ports, which could then result in some diversion to Topolobampo.
Impact on the Model: Diversion estimates indicate the share of demand in excess of capacity at
other West Coast Ports flowing to Topolobampo (a portion which may go on to the Presidio POE).
Current estimates indicate West Coast Ports will not likely exceed capacity within the time frame of
analysis for this study. The model assumes a very low probability of exceeding capacity constraints at
these ports. This variable indicates the diversion of a portion of any excess demand to Topolobambo in
the event that capacity constraints are exceeded.
Preliminary Estimates
Variable

(a)

Most Likely

Percent of Excess Demand Diverted to
Topolobampo after the completion of Copper
3%
Canyon & Topolobampo Improvements
Notes: (a) Most likely estimates based on projections from HDR|HLB
(b) Indicates the upper and lower limits of an 80% confidence interval

Low

(b)

2%

High

(b)

4%

Panelist’s Estimates
Variable

Most Likely

Low

(a)

High

(a)

Percent of Excess Demand Diverted to
Topolobampo after the completion of Copper
Canyon & Topolobampo Improvements
Notes: (a) Indicates the upper and lower limits of an 80% confidence interval

Comments
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Regional Border Crossings
Variable Description: Freight crossing through other regional POEs may be diverted through
Presidio to LEAP if there are time savings and efficiency gains of diverting. As other POEs have
excess demand that cannot be accommodated, some of the excess demand may be diverted to LEAP. In
addition, the ability or likelihood of a regional POE expanding their operations also needs to be
considered in estimating the percent of freight diverted to LEAP. The increase in capacity at regional
border crossings will have a negative effect on the LEAP Corridor traffic forecasts. As these POEs are
able to handle more freight traffic, less will be diverted to Presidio. Given the current volumes at the
regional POEs (see Table 2) there is a likelihood that freight from these POEs will be diverted to other
POEs that can handle the excess capacity. Likewise, the current delays at Laredo and El Paso (See
Table 3) emphasize the importance of considering the potential diversion to LEAP from these POEs.
However, traffic in excess of capacity at El Paso may choose the Fabens, TX POE and/or Santa Teresa,
NM POE. Therefore, it is estimated that only a percentage of traffic that is delayed at El Paso will
choose Presidio.
The state of Texas received a total of $52.8 million to build Border Safety Inspection Facilities (BSIFs)
and is planning to construct BSIFs at Texas POEs in El Paso, Eagle Pass, Laredo, Pharr, and
Brownsville.3 This includes building driver identification stations, primary and secondary inspection
control points, expanded safety checking and screening. This project also plans to expand the Free and
Secure Trade (FAST) system that was implemented to increase the security and expedite truck
crossings at the borders. Also, FAST lanes will be expanded to the Mexican side of the border so that
FAST shipments could benefit from the program. This focus on infrastructure construction is
representative of potential POE expansion.
Table 2: All Other Texas POEs Volume Forecast (a)
2006
Other Texas POEs
Volume Forecast
18160,607
(a) Annual Tons, Source: BTS Trans-Border Freight Data

2030

Annual Average
Growth Rate

48,547,403

3%

Table 3: Crossing Times (minutes)
Average Delay
95th Percentile
Time
Time
13
34
El Paso Outbound
37
77
El Paso Inbound
17
45
Laredo Outbound
31
55
Laredo Inbound
th
Notes: The 95 percentile time measurement also is also shown, providing information about the time that it took
95 percent of the surveyed trucks to travel the study distance. Source: FHWA, June 2002.
Crossing

3

These BSIFs are intended : Bridge of the Americas, El Paso; Zaragoza-Ysleta International Bridge, El Paso; World Trade
Bridge, Laredo; Colombia-Solidarity International Bridges, Laredo; Eagle Pass International Bridge, Eagle Pass; PharrReynosa International Bridge, Pharr; Free Trade International Bridge, Los Indios (Harlingen); Veterans International
Bridge, Los Tomates (Brownsville).
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Impact on the Model: Diversion estimates indicate the share of excess demand at other regional
border crossings flowing to Presidio.
Preliminary Estimates
The following assumptions show the estimated percentage of traffic that is projected to divert due to
excessive waiting time delays.

Diversion from
Diversion from
Diversion from
Diversion from
Diversion from
Diversion from

Texas POE Inbound Diversion
Most Likely
Brownsville Inbound
1.0%
Eagle Pass Inbound
1.0%
Laredo Inbound
3.0%
Rio Grande City Inbound
1.0%
Roma Inbound
1.0%
El Paso Inbound
5.0%

Low
0.0%
0.0%
1.0%
0.0%
0.0%
2.0%

High
2.0%
2.0%
5.0%
2.0%
2.0%
7.0%

For the volume of traffic diverted from other Texas POEs, the following assumptions are made to
represent the percentage of this traffic that will travel to Presidio. The assumptions are based on
current proportional shares of traffic volumes at Presidio, Santa Teresa and Fabens and the relative
distances between the effected Ports of Entry.

Brownsville
Eagle Pass
Laredo
Rio Grande City
Roma
El Paso

% of Diversion to Presidio*
Most Likely
32.66%
36.63%
33.88%
34.61%
33.81%
12.76%

Low
22.86%
25.64%
23.71%
24.22%
23.67%
8.93%

High
42.46%
47.62%
44.04%
44.99%
43.96%
16.59%

*Other Diversion assumed to go to either Fabens, TX or Santa Teresa, NM

The baseline estimates result in an anticipated 0.9% diversion from Brownsville, Eagle Pass, Laredo,
Rio Grande City, Roma and El Paso to Presidio, or about 87 trucks per day.
Texas POE Inbound Diversion based on Baseline Estimates
Most
Likely
Daily Trucks
Diversion
2030 Other POE
Diverted to
to Presidio Volume Estimate (a)
Presidio (b)
Diversion from All Inbound
0.90%
48,547,403
87
(a) Annual Tons, Source: WSA, SAM-2
(b) 87 daily trucks estimated as 0.90% of 48,547,403 annual ton using factors of 18 tons per truck and 280 working
days per year.
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Panelist’s Estimates
Diversion from
Diversion from
Diversion from
Diversion from
Diversion from
Diversion from

Texas POE Inbound Diversion
Most Likely
Brownsville Inbound
Eagle Pass Inbound
Laredo Inbound
Rio Grande City Inbound
Roma Inbound
El Paso Inbound

% of Diversion to Presidio*
Most Likely

Low

Low

High

High

Brownsville
Eagle Pass
Laredo
Rio Grande City
Roma
El Paso
*Other Diversion assumed to go to either Fabens, TX or Santa Teresa, NM

Comments
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3.6.

LEAP Market Share of Topolobampo Volumes

Variable Description: This variable accounts for the percentage of traffic from Topolobampo
headed to Texas or points east and northeast in the U.S. that will use the Presidio POE and enter into
Texas. In other words, this variable accounts for the share of freight traffic from Topolobampo that is
actually expected to use the LEAP corridor as opposed to other POEs and highway corridors. The
relevance of this variable is highly impacted by completion of the Copper Canyon improvements and
the Port of Topolobampo improvements. The freight diversion model assumes very low traffic growth
at Topolobampo prior to this Mexican infrastructure completion. The relevance of the LEAP Corridor
share of Topolobompo volumes only becomes relevant once those volumes grow after the
infrastructure completion.
Impact on the Model: The greater the LEAP market share of additional Topolobampo freight
tonnage, the greater the traffic forecast will be for Presidio.
Preliminary Estimates
Variable

(a)

Most Likely

Low

(b)

LEAP Market Share of Topolobampo prior to
Mexican Infrastructure Improvements
3.2%
0%
Completion
LEAP Market Share of Topolobampo after
Mexican Infrastructure Improvements
30%
10%
Completion
Notes: (a) Most likely estimates based on projections from HDR|HLB
(b) Indicates the upper and lower limits of an 80% confidence interval

High

(b)

6%

50%

Panelist’s Estimates
Variable

Most Likely

Low

(a)

High

(a)

LEAP Market Share of Topolobampo prior to
Mexican Infrastructure Improvements
Completion
LEAP Market Share of Topolobampo after
Mexican Infrastructure Improvements
Completion
Notes: (a) Indicates the upper and lower limits of an 80% confidence interval

Comments
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3.7. Economic Growth in Mexico
Variable Description: This variable accounts for the growth of the Mexican economy that may
increase trade with the US, and thus freight traffic through Texas POEs. Figure 11 below shows the
annual percentage change in Mexican GDP.
Figure 11: Annual Percentage Change in Mexican GDP
8%
7%
6%
5%
4%
3%
2%
1%
0%
-1%

1996

1997

1998

1999

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

96

Source: National Statistics, Geography, and Information of Mexico

Impact on the Model: It is assumed that growth in the Mexican economy will translate into
increased Mexican – US trade and directly impact freight volumes at all Texas POEs, including
Presidio.
Preliminary Estimates
Variable
Expected growth rate of Mexican GDP

(a)

Most Likely

Low

3%

(b)

1%

High

(b)

5%

Notes: (a) Most likely estimates based average annual compound growth from 1995-2004
(b) Indicates the upper and lower limits of an 80% confidence interval

Panelist’s Estimates
Variable

Most Likely

Low

(a)

High

(a)

Expected growth rate of Mexican GDP
Notes:

(a) Indicates the upper and lower limits of an 80% confidence interval

Comments
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APPENDIX: BORDER CROSSING HISTORICAL DATA
Annual Truck Crossings at Presidio, TX POE
Truck
Annual Change in Truck Border
Crossings
Crossings
1995
4,328
1996
3,102
-28%
1997
4,752
53%
1998
7,417
56%
1999
8,848
19%
2000
8,734
-1%
2001
7,104
-19%
2002
6,605
-7%
2003
5,720
-13%
2004
7,433
30%
2005
5,763
-22%
2006
6,306
9%
Source: Bureau of Transportation Statistics
Year

Annual Truck Crossings at Presidio, TX POE
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Appendix C

RAP Comments and Responses
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La Entrada al Pacifico
Risk Analysis Process (RAP) Session
October 25, 2007 – Alpine, TX
October 26, 2007 – Odessa, TX

Comments and Responses

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Technical Advisory Committee
Study Team Response
Questions/Comments
Alpine RAP Session – October 25, 2007
Must receive actual analytical model – The
As discussed in the RAP Session, we can deliver the spreadsheet
only way for us to assess the effectiveness
model that is being used for this analysis. Part of the model
and accuracy of the model is to be able to
utilizes third-party software (@Risk) in order to run the “Monte
examine and “run” it ourselves.
Carlo” portion of the analysis. This portion of the model we will be
unable to provide as it requires a separate license to operate.
The model that we will provide does specify each assumption and
contains the data and results of the model. However, it will be
difficult to track many of the formulas within the model if the “user”
does not have @Risk loaded onto their computer.
Inputs/Assumptions/Variables – We must
Included within the spreadsheet model is a complete list of the
have a complete list of all
inputs/ assumptions/variables that populate the model.
inputs/assumptions/variables that are
incorporated in the model.
Reference/Source/Supporting Material – We
A detailed list of sources along with the assumptions will be
need copies of or direct web links to all
provided in a separate source information document. This source
reference/source/supporting material.
information will include links and references to data used to
support our assumptions.
Value of Time for Trucks, in Base Year (P.14) Based on feedback from both RAP Sessions, the model now
– This analysis does not factor in fuel cost.
accounts for operating costs per mile (e.g. fuel cost) in addition to
This is a material omission as the willingness value of time for assessments of the total transportation cost
of a driver to divert is a factor of not only
differences between using different Texas POE border crossings.
waiting time, but also the extra fuel cost to
divert.
Construction Completion (P.16) – This
The only official documentation for Mexico infrastructure
variable requires the estimation of the date
development that we can verify is the National Infrastructure
that 100% of the LEAP infrastructure will be
Program that includes funding by 2012 for the completion of
completed. In light of the absence of any
highway and rail projects directly related to the Topolobampo to
credible evidence that there is a financial or
Presidio corridor. With other information pointing to a shift in
political commitment to develop the most
Mexico from roadway to rail, the Study Team determined that it
challenging elements of the corridor (Copper
would be best to address the construction completion utilizing a
Canyon, etc.), and given the substantial cost
different methodology. Therefore, we will produce alternative
of complexity of these most challenging
freight diversion forecasts based on three potential infrastructure
elements, the “most likely” date should be set completion scenarios: a) 2012, b) 2020, and c) 2030. Based on
additional feedback from TAC and Study Team we have now
to 2030 with a low case of 2027 and a high
modified the study to reflect 2 scenarios: a) Prior to 2020 and
case of 2037.
b) After 2030. – Response Revised January 22, 2008.
Volume Risk Estimates (P.17) – Must have
Currently, there is no mechanism for comparing freight forecasts
data on the accuracy of TxDOT’s Statewide
using the SAM to actual (observed) counts. The SAM is a macro
Analysis Model (“SAM”) in predicting freight
level tool to develop long range forecasts for years well beyond
volumes in order to be able to provide
actual experience (e.g. 2020 and 2035). That being said, in an
estimates for this variable.
effort to clarify this variable, an actual forecast growth rate will be
provided for the “most likely” with 20% deviations on the high and
low ends. For example, a 4% annual growth rate with a 20%
La Entrada Al Pacifico Feasibility Study –
Truck Diversion Forecasts Draft Final Report

7a.

7b.

Diversion from Alternative ports of entry
(P.18) – This does not transparently take into
account existing/planned Mexican ports (i.e.
Cardenas) that will capture spillover traffic
from congested US ports.
The table of Median Volume Forecasts (P.20)
does not include an estimate of the capacity
in excess of the volume at West Coast and
Texas Gulf Ports.

8.

Ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach (P.21)
– Must understand the basis for the
assumption that Topolobampo will receive
6% of excess diverted demand from PLA and
PLB.

9a.

Texas Gulf Ports (P.22) – This variable
“doesn’t work”. Structurally, you can’t have a
negative percentage of excess demand…if
capacity is in excess of volume, excess
demand will be 0…and -1% of 0 is still zero.
Need to understand the basis for the
assumption that 2% of Texas Gulf Port
excess demand will divert to Topolobampo.

9b.

10a.

Diversion of Excess Demand from Other US
West Coast Ports (P.23) – Need to
understand the basis for the assumption that
3% of excess demand will divert to
Topolobampo.

10b.

Does not incorporate the possibility that
POLA/POLB traffic may divert to other US
West Coast ports.

11

Regional Border Crossings (P.25) – This
variable does not take into account the
increased near-term scheduled capacity at
Santa Teresa and Fabens and the fact that
this will reduce waiting times at the existing
crossings, thereby reducing the diversions to
Presidio.
LEAP Market Share of Topolobampo
Volumes (P.27) – Need to understand the
basis for the assumption that 3.2% of
Topolobampo volumes will use LEAP. Need
to know what freight (by volume, type, final
destination) is currently coming from
Topolobampo through Presidio. Need to
understand basis for estimate of growth in
Topolobampo freight volumes without LEAP
infrastructure completion.
LEAP market shares post completion seems

12a.

12b.
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range would result in a low of 3.2% and a high of 4.8%.
Based on input from the RAP Session, the model output has been
modified to clearly document the diversion estimates for other
west coast ports (Mexican and US) in addition to Topolobampo.

Based on input from the RAP Session, the model now reflects
current and projected volumes as well as the capacity and net
excess capacity for West Coast and Texas Gulf Ports. As
indicated in the RAP Session, the model has always assumed
diversion to other West Coast US and Mexican ports.
Diversion estimates begin with a current Topolobampo Mexican
share of 3% of total tonnage. We used that as a starting point for
estimating diversion. 6% takes into account expected
development of container terminals at Topolobampo, and is
limited to freight bound for Texas and points east and northeast
(significantly limits total volume eligible for diversion).
Agreed. This item has been adjusted to reflect 0% as the low, 4%
as the high and 2% as the mean.

Again, starts with 3% current Topo market share, but is lower than
LA/LB given the nature of the freight shipped to these ports and
their ultimate destinations. Important to keep in mind that since
demand is currently not estimated to exceed capacity, diversion
(even within risk analysis) is limited from this source.
Again, starts with 3% current Topo market share, but is lower than
LA/LB given the significantly greater distance from these ports to
Topo and their ultimate destinations. Important to keep in mind
that since demand is not estimated to exceed capacity at any
point during the forecast, diversion (even within risk analysis) is
very limited from this source.
The freight model presented at the RAP Session already
assumed that LA/LB traffic will divert to other ports besides
Topolobampo including US West Coast ports. These estimates
will be broken out in the final report.
The freight model presented at the RAP Session does account for
diversion to other POE border crossings in Texas and New
Mexico and it is assumed that all POEs will increase capacity.
The estimates at the POEs will be broken out in the final report.

Agreed. We have changed this parameter/assumption to be 0.0%
(rather than 3.2%) as there is no evidence of freight truck traffic
and very limited bulk cargo via freight train currently traveling from
Topolobampo to Presidio. Model now assumes no (zero)
diversion to Topolobampo (and then Presidio) prior to completion
of infrastructure improvements.

Will take this specific feedback into consideration along with other

too high and range too wide. Preliminary
estimates should be 20% most likely, 30%
high, 10% low, subject to further analysis.

13.

1.

2.

3.

4.

Economic Growth in Mexico (P.28) – The
assumption that GDP growth in Mexico will
directly translate to increased cross-border
freight volumes is not correct. GDP is made
up of many components, most of which do
not directly result in the production of goods
that will travel to the US via road. Further,
Mexico’s displacement by Asia as the low
cost producer of goods even after adjustment
for transportation costs means that the flow
of Mexican-produced goods to the US that
did not originate in Asia may actually fall.
Given the complexity of this situation, it would
be best to eliminate this variable and not
attempt to replace it

RAP session respondents in Alpine and Odessa. Recall that the
diversion number that we are referring to in this variable is the
percent of freight from Topolobampo headed to Texas or the NE
US. There are only a few direct connections for freight making this
trip (Santa Teresa, El Paso, Fabens and Presidio).
Agree that overall GDP is too broad a measure for a proxy of
expected growth in Mexican trade (i.e. not transshipment) to the
US via Texas border crossings. Reviewed and measured multiple
alternative sources including export of goods and recent trends for
maquiladoras. Have incorporated a new growth rate based on
these factors and will document clearly in report.

Technical Advisory Committee
Study Team Response
Questions/Comments
Odessa RAP Session – October 26, 2007
Value of Time for trucks, in Base Year –
Based on feedback from both RAP Sessions, the model now
“In this section, trucking costs, specifically
accounts for operating costs per mile (e.g. fuel cost) in addition to
noting driver rates, are viewed on an hourly
value of time for assessments of the total transportation cost
basis. However, there are a number of
differences between using different Texas POE border crossings.
performance measures used in the industry,
We have tested and incorporated time/cost estimates provided
particularly in the case of many contract OTR within our model.
drivers; per mile rates are generally used….”
Construction Completion – “The Mexican
The only official documentation for Mexico infrastructure
National Infrastructure Program is an official
development that we can verify is the National Infrastructure
document outlining various sorts of
Program that includes funding by 2012 for the completion of
infrastructure projects and their schedule for
highway and rail projects directly related to the Topolobampo to
funding and construction. If HDR does not
Presidio corridor. With other information pointing to a shift in
wish to use the official numbers provided by
Mexico from roadway to rail, the Study Team determined that it
the federal government in Mexico, they
would be best to address the construction completion utilizing a
should provide documentation as to how they different methodology. Therefore, we will produce alternative
arrived at the 2018 estimate…”
freight diversion forecasts based on three potential infrastructure
completion scenarios: a) 2012, b) 2020, and c) 2030. Based on
additional feedback from TAC and Study Team we have now
modified the study to reflect 2 scenarios: a) Prior to 2020 and
b) After 2030. – Response Revised January 22, 2008.
Volume Risk Estimates – “While there may
Currently, there is no mechanism for comparing freight forecast
be variance from year to year, historically,
using the SAM to actual counts. The SAM is a macro level tool to
over long periods of time, as in this study,
develop long range forecasts for years well beyond actual
over a 23 year period, there has always been experience (e.g. 2020 and 2035). That being said, in an effort to
a net positive increase in traffic counts,
clarify this variable, an actual forecast growth rate will be provided
volumes, and the value of freight….. we see
for the “most likely” with 10% deviations on the high and low ends.
little to indicate the need to trend downward
For example, a 4% annual growth rate with a 20% range would
in projecting these volumes over a twenty
result in a low of 3.2% and a high of 4.8%.
pus year period.”
Diversion from Alternate Ports of Entry –
In an effort to utilize the information from previous studies, overall
La Entrada Al Pacifico Feasibility Study –
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5.

6.

7a.

7b.

7c.

“During the TTI study of La Entrada al
Pacifico, numerous interviews were
conducted with Mexican shippers and
manufacturers which should be included and
factored into this larger study to help provide
a better perspective of business factors in
Mexico which would affect the corridor.
While the model devotes a large amount of
effort factoring these complex diversion
scenarios, experience, clearly illustrates that
trade continues to grow at a rapid rate. The
limited number of ports, rail and road
crossings, and limited resources for added
capacity in Texas and throughout the US,
means this corridor, along with others, will
experience substantial growth over time.”
LEAP Market share of Topolobampo –
“While completion of the said infrastructure
certainly opens additional markets for
transport from the coast and Asian markets, it
does not factor in items such as the impact to
Chihuahua’s maquiladora economy and
additional shipping because of economic
gains from opening the port to full usage.”
Economic Growth in Mexico – “The
estimate of Mexican GDP growth is based
upon an average determined for the years of
1996 to 2004. However, this factors out GDP
growth in Mexico of 4.8% in 2006 and 3.4%
in 2007, to date. …we were able to contact
federal officials and confirm the official GDP
number for Mexico as 4.8% in 2006.”
The process focuses solely on imports from
Mexico and potentially Asia, but does not
provide much consideration of bulk goods
that would be shipped back along the
corridor.

The RAP process does not address the
economic impact and traffic that would be
generated by providing a continuous 4 lane
divided connection.
The process deals exclusively with freight
and does not consider the increasing tourism
growth through both the Big Bend and
Copper Canyon area.
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feedback from the TTI interviews with maquiladoras along with
recent trends for maquiladoras have been factored into this
model. With regard to the growth of this corridor over time, this
model has attempted to take into account the increase in freight
flow, the plans for new and upgraded facilities, the destination of
freight flow and the constraints on other ports of entry in order to
arrive at the most realistic freight scenario for the Topolobampo
corridor.

As mentioned above, the study incorporated available information
regarding the maquiladora industry as well as an assessment of
how current freight volumes divert. Currently, much of the freight
travels to El Paso as a primary port of entry into the US. That
being said, we have taken into consideration other freight flow
possibilities based on port of entry Capacity and freight
destinations resulting in a significant percentage of freight from
Topolobampo that will travel through Presidio.
It was determined that the overall GDP is too broad a measure for
a proxy of expected growth in Mexican trade (i.e. not
transshipment) to the US via Texas border crossings. Reviewed
and measured multiple alternative sources including export of
goods and recent trends for maquiladoras. Have incorporated a
new growth rate based on these factors and will document clearly
in report.
The first step of this study is to determine the freight potential of
the Presidio POE and La Entrada Corridor to then determine the
range of corridor improvements to meet those trade flows. All
freight and trade data indicates that the inbound trade (i.e.,
diversion from POLA/POLB and other Texas ports of entry to the
US) is expected to be larger than the outbound. Therefore, the
current model focuses primarily on the freight inflow to the US as
this is assumed to be the most significant direction of travel.
During the next step of finalizing the overall traffic numbers (cars
and trucks) this inflow freight number can be used to estimate the
approximate outflow traffic as well.
Once the traffic forecast (including a range of probable traffic
growth) has been developed and a LEAP alternative has been
identified, economic development will be factored into the overall
project to determine the impacts of an upgraded corridor.
As mentioned in 7a, this first step of this study is to determine the
freight potential from a diversion from POLA/POLB and other
Texas ports of entry. Once this number has been developed, the
SAM model will be utilized to forecast overall traffic numbers (cars
and trucks) within the study area.
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RAP Session Participants
Participant

Representing

Beth Francell
The Honorable Val Beard
George Grubb
Bruce Cooper
Jan Burns
Thomas R. Mangrem
David Busey
Rod Ponton
Sylvia Norman
Roger Siglin
Susan Curry
Don Dowdey
Fran Sage
Jose Aguayo
John Wotowicz
Conrad Arriola
Alicia B. Sanchez
Mike George
Lou Ann Watson
James Beauchamp
Peggy Thurin
Mary Telles-Goins
Gary J. Law
Gabriel Ramirez
Brian Swindell
Khalid Bekka
Dan Hodge
Dan Goodin
Peter Siegesmund
Kyle Womack

Fort Davis
Brewster County
Jeff Davis County
Local Citizen
Local Citizen
Local Citizen
Alpine Chamber of Commerce
Presidio County
DHS/Border Patrol
Alpine
Stewards of the Big Bend
Big Bend Regional Sierra Club
Big Bend Regional Sierra Club
Stewards of the Big Bend
Alpine/Marfa
Brewster County
McCamey EDC
Odessa Chamber of Commerce
City of McCamey
MOTRAN
TxDOT
TxDOT
TxDOT
TxDOT
HDR Engineering
HDR Engineering
HDR Engineering
HDR Engineering
HDR Engineering
Parkhill Smith and Cooper
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Meeting Attended
October 25, 2007
October 26, 2007
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

